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Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon December 23, 1972

In Our 93rd Year

Christmas
Around
The World

A
Christmas
Story

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Mexicans plied their police
with holiday cheer and other
goodies Friday as preparations
for Christmas continuM around
the world.
Dec. 22, was
"Traffic
Policen ten Day" in Mexico
City, and residents deposited
neatly wrapped gifts on street
corners for the neighborhood
patrolmen. Most of the gifts
were bottles of liquor.
The Rollas Shop in SO de
Janeiro, which normally rents
formal wear, reported it still
had 20 Santa Claus suits left to
rent out of an original 50.
In Peru, yuletide symbols of
foreign origin which do not
adjust to "Peruvian reality"
are being shown in minor scale
in store windows this year, and
the familiar bearded face of St.
Nick and other traditional
Christmas
have
figures
disappeared from newspaper
and television ads.
St. Nicholas has been
replaced by El Nino Manuelito,
a Peruvian version of the Christ
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The Education Minstry
declared St. Nick persona
non grata in October, saying
that he, Christmas trees,
sleighs and reindeers were
symbols of Nordic countries and
not of Peru.
have
their
Italians
"tredicesima," the 13th month
salary or Christmas bonus most
workers receive, but they are
having trouble cashing them
because banks are closed by a
tellers' strike.
Despite the cash crisis, the
"zarnpognaro", the shepherds
who annually trek down from
the hills of Abruzzi, are playing
their goatskin bagpipes on
Rome's street corners and
earning up to $50 a day. Some
are believed to be Romans in
disguise.
In the Holy Land, Apollo 15
astronaut James B. Irwin
arrived in Amman, Jordan,
leading a group of 250 pilgrims
to
the
Christmas- Eve
celebration in Bethlehem.
Irwin's wife and four children
were in the party, which is from
the Nazarene Church. of
America and includes a choir
and small orchestra.
In Saigon, U.S. Ambassador
Ellsworth Bunker said in a
Christmas
message
to
Americans in Vietnam that
there is now hope that the U.S.
peace effort will succeed.

Santa And Helper
Stranded On Roof

Vol. LXXXXIII No. 302

By J. Neil Woodruff

he wonderful thing
about Christmas is that each
year, without fail, it works
its miracle over again. With
the approach of the Holiday
Season, the spirit becomes
refreshed, the heart uplifted,
and the world suddenly is
fuU of smiling people, burstrtg with good will towards
their fellow-man.

Bt is in this atmosphere
ot good cheer and brotherly
love that we wish our friends
very Merry Christmas and
a Rich and Happy New Year.

This is a story that I learned
some time ago and when I went
to recall it I couldn't recall II
word for word.
But I do remember the place
and time I read it and substantially these are the things
which this story told.
I suppose we could call it just
a Christmas story. May years
ago in the land of Judea in the
days of Herod the King, there
lived a little boy named Peter
who helped his father care for
his sheep. Peter was a happy
child. He loved nothing better
than to spend the long days on
the hillside climbing over the
hills and crags, playing in the
brook,and picking wild flowers.
His little pet lamb named
White Face was always at his
heels. Often Peter would stop
and throw his arms around the
lamb's neck and cry, "Oh,
White Face, I do love you."
One morning Peter's father
said to hint: "Peter, how would
you like to spend the night with
the shepherds on the hillside"
Peter's eyes glistened for often
he had dreamed of it but his
mother had thought that little
boys were better off beneath
their own roofs when nightfall
came. But now she only smiled.
"Watch over him carefully
neighbor," she said. "Wrap him
up warmly, the nights are
chilled upon those heights."
It seemed to Peter that the
day would never end. But at last
the shadows began to fall. And
then it was just as Peter had
dreamed it. The sheep were
gathered together on the
hillside, a great fire was built
and the flames reached upwards into the heavens. Supper
was cooked over the open fire.
Never had food tasted so good to
Peter. Then when the work was
done the Shepherds gathered
around the fire place, some
lying on the ground and some
sitting near the fire.
And soon they began to sing
songs and tell the old stories.
After a time Peter's_ father
wrapped him warmly in a
blanket and he lay where .ls,
could see the fire and hear the
voices. The stars twinkled dowa
at Peter; never had thoy
seemed so bright. Why, they
were like a million tiny candles.
And it made him think of his
own small treasure and he
reached into the fold of his robe
to see if it was still there. Yes. it
was still there...a tiny bit ofcandle given to him by the
priest at the temple. It was too
sniall the priest had said to be of
further use there.
jPeter had not even told his
father and mother about the
gift. He was saving it for
Mrs. Mike Cartmill
Philip Mabry surprise. Soon there sould be aa
Jerry W. Allen
great feast day and at the end of
Mrs. Louie Greenfield
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Williams
Bruce Miller that day Peter was planning to
bring it forth and they would
light
it and then they could sit
Edward
Smith
Debbie Stom
Mrs. Norman Klapp
up late and be as bright and gay
Mrs. W.P. Williams Mr. and Mrs. William Hornbuckle
Wanda Todd as the folks in the great house
who had candles every night.
And Peter lay and thought of
Janette Burkeen
Dennis McNutt his treasure and he listened to
Marilyn Doran
the voices and then he grew
Noddle Peebles drowsier and drowsier. SudGlen Redden
denly it seemed to him though
as if the stars were growing
brighter. Soon the whole world
was as ;might as day and as he
Georgia Starks
looked in the very center of the
Steve Wagner
Emily Porter
light there appeared a whole
Mike Stinson
host of shining angels. They
Charlie Wells
Darrell Redden
were praising God and saying:
Ray Stone
Glory
to God in the highest and
Reed
Richard
Richard Whited, Jr.
on earth peace, good will to
Shaun Tharpe
men. For unto you is born this
John Whihner
Randy Sminharman
leontiqued on Page Nine)
Stanley Tharpt•

The Staff of
The Daily Ledger & limes Wishes Ever. one a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year

HAMILTON, Ohio AP) —
Santa Claus and his helper
were left out in the cold on a
church roof this week and were
Mrs. J.B. Burkeen
further embarrassed by a police interrogation while trying
Robert Taylor
to get to a children's Christmas
party. .
Mrs. Edd Phillips
"I don't know if I want to
play Santa Claus again,"
mused Hamilton Journal News
Gene McCutcheon
Sunday Editor Rex Richardson,
after the Wednesday night inMrs. Charles E. Van Dyke
cident.
He and a friend decided to
make the church party more
Mrs. Richard L. Melton
authentic with a rooftop arrival. But someone swiped the ladder they were using and the
two became stranded.
Day id Benton
A policeman became suspicious and questioned them
I arry Benton
when they finally got down.
Once satisfied with their exAlan Blaustein
planation, the officer told Richardson:
Steve Gough
"I want a toy pistol for
Christmas."
Lonk Hamm

Mrs. Donnie Miller

Mrs. Jim Willianrs„Ir.

Barbara Alexander

Mrs. Ronald Berman

John Pasco, Jr.

David 11111

R.J. McDougal

Mike Brandon

Sam Workman

Mrs. Jerry Lee Hooper

Mrs. Bob Sanderson
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Meaning Of Christmas Sometimes
Lost Behind Noise And Shopping
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Attention Everyone!!
SUNRISE SERVICES

Bible Thought-for Today

are held at
6:00 every Sunday morning
at the Cheri Theatre.
This Sunday's Special Christmas
Program will be featuring:
Speaker
Gilmore

Isn't It The Truth!

1....1„

Larry.
Vickie Collins Special Music
c ector
Alan McCutchenuMsi Dir

—Nietz
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TONITE

6

DOCTOR ZHWAGO

Late Show Tonite 1 1 :40 p.m.
"SLEAZY RIDER" X
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Coffee Cup Chatter
By University of Kentucky
County Extention Agents
For Home Economics
WHAT TO DO IN CASE OF
FIRE-1. Get everyone out of
the house at once. 2. Notify the
fire department promptly. 3.
Do not go back into the house for
any reason. PREVENTIVE: 1.
Hold a family fire drill. 2. Know
your escape route and always
have two exits available, and 3.
Have a certain place to meet
after you get out of the house. —
Barletta Wrather, 209 Maple
Street, Murray, Ky. 42071
Phone: 753-1452.
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WHAT IS FREEZER BURN?
It is the drying out of the surface tissues of food giving it a
white appearance. It is not
harmful, but does make the
dehydrated area tough and
The Blankenship Circle of the
tasteless when cooked. —
Patricia Curtsinger, Cour- United Methodist Women of the
thouse, Benton, Ky. 42045 South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist's Church met on
Phone: 527-6601.
Wednesday,December 6, at sixthirty o'clock in the evening at
Shampoo—good for "Ring
the home of Mrs. Jane
—Maxine
collar."
the
around
Buchanan.
Griffin, Federal Building,
A delicious potluck supper
was served. Prayer prior to the
supper was led by Mrs. Jane
Cothran.
Gifts were exchanged and
prayer friends were revealed.
Prayer friends for the coming
year were drawn.
The Baptist Young Women of
The group was led in games
the Memorial Baptist Church by Mrs. Donna Jackson and
met at the home of Mrs. Wilma Mrs. Carolyn Parks. Mrs.
Billington for the December Glinda Hill, president, called
meeting with the chairman, the meeting to order by giving
Mrs. Judy Koch, presiding.
an inspiring program.
Mrs. Billington read the
Officers for the coming year
devotion from Matthew 3:13-17. presented„ and accepted by the
Mrs. June Cottrell led in prayer group were Mrs. Glinda Hill,
for missionaries listed on the president; Mrs. Carolyn Parks,
calendar of prayer.
vice-president; Mrs. Wanda
A letter of appreciation from Kimbro, secretary; Mrs.
the Rachel Sims mission in New Martha
Butterworth,
Orleans for the group's treasurer;
Mrs.
Donna
"Christmas In August" boxes Jackson, reporter,
was read by Mrs. Margaret - The 'Minutes from the
Wilkins.
November meeting were read
The group made Santa Claus by Mrs. Kimbro. Each member
favors for distribution at the brought items for a needy
Children's Christmas party.
person for Christmas. Thirteen
Refreshments were served by members were present.
Mrs. Billington to Mrs. Judy
The January meeting will be
Koch, Mrs. Margaret Wilkins, with the Cordelia Erwin Circle.
Mrs. Lynda Reed, Mrs. Sue The February meeting will be
Wynn,Mrs. Donna Castile, Mrs. held February 7, at seven p.m.
June Cottrell, and Mrs. Judy at the home of Mrs. Geneva
Curd.
Cooper.

Hostess, Supper
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To remove dirt from collars
and cuffs caused from body dirt
and oils try a creme.

Mrs. Buchanan Is

O.0

0
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It's time to ring out
the witching hour
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I are very happily
married, and the possible threat to our marriage is his
mother. She is a very interfering divorcee with plenty of
time on her hands, and I know she has never liked me.
The problem: she claims to be a witch who can put
spells on people. She meets with other members of the
occult and they hold seances and claim to be able to communicate with spirits of the dead. She has all sorts of
paraphernalia related to her witchcraft, and I am scared to
death of this woman when she goes into her chants and
trances.
I am expecting a child, Abby, and I don't want her in
my house unless she acts like a normal person and refrains
from going into her witchcraft act.
My husband says it is all a lot of garbage—he doesn't
believe in any of it, and I am silly to worry about it. I say
she could be a real witch. I leave it to you.
WORRIED IN MASSACHUSETTS
DEAR WORRIED: I don't know if she's a real witch
or a phony one, but your fears are real. which is more
important. Simply tell her she is welcome to visit if she
puts aside the witch kit—otherwise, you will see her in the
next world.
DEAR ABBY: To the wife who resented her husband
taking flying lessons.
My husband worked seven days a week and was on call
24 hours a day. He arranged his schedule so he could take
flying lessons. I knew that flying would do for him what a
hobby should do.
My husband loved flying. It seemed to relieve all the
pressures of his routine, and he was completely sold on the
comparative safety of flying. Altho he lost his life while at
the controls of his own plane, I still have a warm feeling of
his nearness whenever I hear a plane go overhead. Knowing how much he loved to fly, I would not have denied him
the thrill and relaxation of flying for anything, and I stili
travel by air
Everyone needs a hobby, and it must be his own Sign
me,
UNDERSTANTYLNG WIFE
DEAR UNDERSTANDING: I doubt that many other
wives who shared your sad experience would be so understanding.
DEAR ABBY. Altho I think I know the answer to my
question, I need you to confirm it
A friend's son was married several months ago, and
my husband and I sent a telegram offering our congratulations and best wishes. [We know they received it.I
This couple never bothered to send us a "thank you!"
According to my bringing up, an acknowledgement was in
order. Or doesn't the younger generation follow the old
rules?
WONDERING OUT EAST
DEAR WONDERING: Please don't use the same brush
to tar the entire younger generation. All well-mannered
people still acknowledge telegrams.
DEAR ABBY: Re the husband who never called his
wife by her real name:
My fine and devoted husband of 50 years was the
funniest [not corniest] man I ever knew. My name is
Eleanor, but shortly after we were married, he started
calling me any name he could think of. When I asked him
why, he said with a twinkle in his eye, "In case I talk in
my sleep." So all my married life he called me Hazel,
Gretchen, or "Pansy." The result is that everyone in the
family called me "Pansy," which was a wonderful out for
inlaws and grandchildren.
In good-natured retaliation, I never called my husband
by his real name, either. I called him Joe—a far cry from
Lionel. It's not what you call a person, but the tone of voice
that makes the difference.
ELEANOR

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen .
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The Hazel Senior Citizens met
at the Hazel United Methodist
Church on Wednesday afternoon, December 14.
Activities included some
Artex paintings with instructions by Mrs. Verona
Grogan, director, and Sue
Smith.
Those who attended this
meeting were Bradie White,
Myrtle Humphrey, Hazel Alton,
Brandon, Cora
Roberta
Jackson, Rose Peterson, Lula
Allbritten, Ermine Stewart,
Sue Smith, and Verona Grogan.
The next meeting will be held
Thursday, January 11, at one
p.m. at the home of Bradie
White, Dees Street, Hazel.

•
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Senior Citizens At
Hazel Hold Meeting

The Murray Chapter of the
National
Secretaries
Association held a dinner party
at the Murray Woman's Club
House on Monday, December
11 at six-thirty o'clock in the
evening.
Mrs. Patsy Dyer, president
welcomed the members, their
husbands, and introduced the
new members.
A. trio from the Music
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club composed of
Mrs. Rob Ray, Mrs. 0, B.
Boone, Jr., and Mrs. Vernon
Shown, accompanied by Mrs.
Joe Prince, presented a
program of Christmas music.
Marshall Jones, former
Ambassador, was the guest
speaker. He spoke on "Our
Changing World."
The program was closed with
the group singing "Silent
Night.- Twenty members and
their guests were present.
The next meeting will be held
on Monday. January 15, at the
Bank of Murray. This will be a
chili supper. -

•
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Sunday, December 31
Mr. and Mrs. V.O. Shelton
will celebrate their golden
wedding anniversary with an
open house of their foster son,
Jimmy Wilkinson and wife, at
515 Shady Lane, Murray, from
two to five pin. All friends and
relatives are invited. No gifts
please.

Secretaries Group
Has Dinner Meet
At Club House

Drycleaning SPECIAL
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•
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Miss Fonda Adams of Hickman, bride-elect of Barry
Grogan of Murray, was coinMr. and Mrs. Clyde Phelps of plin tented with a gift tea held at
Murray Route Three will . be., the . home of Mrs. Richard
honored with an open house for --Aifiniis of Hickman Route Four
their 50th wedding -anniversary on Tuesday, December 12.
at the Masonic Hall at Aurora - Hostesses for the occasion
were Mrs. Richard Adams,
from two to four p.m.
Mrs. Charles Adams, Mrs, Scott
Sunday. December 24
DeMyer, Mrs. Larry Cardwell,
Members of the
Murray and Mrs. Lewis Atwill.
Lions Club will meet at Shirley
Special guests for the ocFlorist at 1:30 p,111. to deliver casion were the mother of the
the eighty-five poinsettias to groom -elect, Mrs. Harold
shutins.
Grogan of Murray Route One,
Mr. and Mrs. Dock Boggess of and the grandmother of the
Murray Route Three will be groom -elect, Mrs. Dewey
honored at a reception in Grogan of Murray Route One.
Miss Adams, her mother,
celebration of their 50th wedding anniversary at the Murray Mrs. Robert Adams of!helm ian
and her mother-in-law to be,
Woman's Club House from two
Mrs. Grogan, were each
to four p.m.
presented corsages of holly and
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Hopkins nandina berries.
Guests calling between the
will be honored by thier
children with a reception in hours of seven to nine o'clock in
celebration of their 50th wed- the evening were served
ding anniversary at the dining refreslienints front a beautiful
room of the Triangle Inn from table irovered with a white lace
edge cloth and adorned with a
two to four p.m.
lovely bouquet of green holly
Tuesday, December 26
and red nandina berries,
Senior Citizens will not meet arranged in a silver cantoday.
delabra.
Assisting the hostesses in
Thursday, December 29
Senior Citizens will meet at serving were Mrs. Gary Harris,
the Community Center on Ellis Mrs. Dan Voegeli, and Mrs.
Drive at ten a.m. for a business Steve Shaw.
meeting and to take down
Christmas decorations. A film
will be shown at 1:30 p.m.
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Mr. And Mrs. York
Plan Celebration
Next Thursday

Gift Tea Recently

111-1111 or 75i.4541

mostrobsivasultcAr•Atv*vaeg.leczkv,Av
U5 TIE PEMOJTS GA41

Announces Plans
For Her Wedding

Murray
Jaycees
and
Jaycettes will meet at 6:30 p.111.
to visit patients at the Convalescent Division of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

For Abby's new MAW, "Mat TeemAgers Want In
Know," seal $1 to Abby, On tom. Las Angeles, Cal. NHL

t 114MA k ENTtll HIM...L.1`.
1111441 S AIw.nr*eA,
Ail •
0A710NAl

, i fra110 IM
TO IP

Patricia McCann

Problems? Trust Abby. For a personal reply, write to
ABBY. BOX WOO, L. A.. CALIF. WOO and enclose a
stamped, addressed enveispe.

-4,
°A4k
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Complimented With

Saturday, December 23
Murray-Calloway Country
Club dance for youngsters ninth
Members of the Murraythrough 12th grades. Music by
Calloway County Shrine Club the
-Crossroads." Admission
held their annual Christmas
61.50 per couple. For members
party on Saturday evening,
and their guests. Formal dress.
December 16, at the Woodmen
itf the World Hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence I.
A delicious potluck supper Horton -will
be honored at a
prepared by the Shrine ladies reception in
celebration of their
was enjoyed. The invocation 50th
wedding anniversary at the
was given by Rev. Henry
Murray Woman's Club House
McKenzie.
from two to five p.m.
Jack Persall, club president,
welcomed the members and
their guests. Following the
supper the recently elected
officers for the ensuing year
were installed by Shriner Bill
Moffett.
New officers are Woodrow
Dunn, president; Norman
Klapp, secretary-treasurer;
Miss Patricia McCann,
David Cooper, director. Unable daughter of Mr. and
Mrs.
to attend was James C. Robert McCann of Kirksey, has
Williams, vice-president.
completed plans for her
Mr. Moffett also presented marriage to Kenneth Hosford,
Kentucky Colonel awards to son of Mr. and Mrs. Kirby
Mrs. Pete Hulse and Mrs. Hosford of Murray.
Chuck Shuffett in appreciation
The ceremony will be
for their help during the Murray solemnized on Wednesday,
Calloway County Shrine Golf December 27, at seven-thir
ty
Tournaments for the past four o'clock in the evening at
the
years. The tournaments are Kirksey Church of Christ
with
held each year in August. Mrs. Larry Wilson officiating.
Hulse and Mrs. Shuffett were
Following the ceremony the
also presented jeweled pins by reception will be held at the
Don Robinson.
church.
Christmas gifts were exAll friends and relatives of the
changed followed by dancing. couple are invited to attend the
Those present were Mr. and wedding and the reception.
Mrs. Jack Persall, Mr. and Mrs.
Woodrow Dunn, Mr. and Mrs.
Norman Klapp, Mr. and Mrs.
Glen Helms, Mr. and Mrs.
Milton Jones, Mr. and Mrs.
Freed Cothani, Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Moffett, Mr. and Mrs.
Bruce Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Don
Robinson, Mr. and Mrs. Buford
Mr. and Mrs. John I. York,
Hurt, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Dean
Watkins, Mr. and Mrs. Jack 220 Hale Street, Mayfield, will
Norvine, Rev. and Mrs. Henry celebrate their 50th wedding
McKenzie, Mr. and Mrs. John anniversary with a party at the
I. Williams, Mr, and Mrs. R. C. Fellowship Hall of the Seventh
Jones, David Cooper, and the and College Street Church of
Christ, Mayfield, on Thursday,
special guests, Mrs. Hulse and
December 28.
Mrs. Shuffett.
All friends and relatives are
invited to call between the hours
of seven to nine o'clock in the
evening. No formal invitations
COLLINS GIRL
are being sent.
Kristina Lynn is the name
Mr. and Mrs. York were
chosen by Mr.and Mrs. Thomas niarried December 24, 1922, at
Collins, 1714 Wells Boulevard Paris, Tenn., with W. P. Erwin,
Extended, for their baby girl, Justice of the Peace, perweighing seven pounds 7Iz forming the ceremony. Their
ounces, born on Tuesday. attendants were Miss Ethel
December 19, at 1:18 p.m. at the Thompson and Clint Darnell.
Murray-Calloway County
Mrs. York is the daughter of
Hospital.
the late Mr. and Mrs. Dan
The new father is a graduate Edwards of Murray. Mr. York,
student in agriculture at a retired insurance
salesman, is
Murray State University and is the son of the late Mr.'and
Mrs.
employed by Goodyear at Union Wesley York of
Hardin.
City, Tenn.
They have one son, Louis
Grandparents-ife Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Collins of ?slur*. 'York of Kansas City, Mo., one
Route Two and Mr. and Mrs. daughter, Mrs. Sam 1Jerlenei
Marvin Harrison of Cun- Boar of Paducah, and seven
grandchildren.
ningham.

CONFIDENTIAL TO MY READERS: Have a very
merry Christmas. And if you drink, don't drive, so that
others may have a merry Christmas, too. Love and peace,
ABBY

Ani.0 a rusting flood
of actvereure they learned
:nore about love and courage
man most oeoole
do ,o a Metime

Miss Fonda Adams

Officers Installed
At Shrine Party;
Women Honored

Clinton, Ky. 42031 Phone: 6532231.

CARE LABELS FOR HARD
GOODS: The Federal Trade
Commission acknowledged the
home sewing trend by including
apparel yard goods in the
permanent
care
label
regulation. Retail of fashion
fabrics are required to give the
home sewer care labels
regardless of the size of the
Most heating pads feature an piece of material she buys.
easy to remove outer cover. When you buy fabric, ask for a
Keep this cover fresh with care label. Consider no garment
frequent laundering. One new ''finished" until the care label is
pad comes with an extra sewn in place. —Catherine C.
"Washday" cover. It is also Thompson, Hickman, Ky. 42050
easy to stitch extra pad cases of Phone: 236-2351.
washable fabric. —Dean Roper,
Courthouse, Mayfield Ky. 42066
Phone: 247-2334,
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CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Open 7 a.m.-6 p.m.

•
•

returned to you

Phone 753-9084

Prices good Tuesday. Wednesday. December 26,27

•
•
•
•
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Baptist

E. r

AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE

Scotts Orove
11 OD a m
worship ServiCe

Evening worship

la Is

7 30p m

Emmanuel Monary
Morning Worship
1165
Evening Worship
7 3On m

U

LLLt

West Fork
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

7:30 p.re.

Spring Creek
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

1,1
Spits.

North'ode
Morning Worship

11a.m.
7p.m.

Evening Worship

Sinking Sgeiond
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:309.M.
Hazel WOW
Morning Worship
11• m
Evening Worship -•
7:317p.m
Poplar
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Union Grove
Morning Worship
10 SO am
Evening Worship
6 30p rn

L

Bethel United
1st Sunday
2nd & fth Sundays
3rd Sunday

1111.1111.
11:301111.M.

11:00a m.
7:00P m
9:30a m

Independence United
1st & 4th Sundays
2nd Sunday
3rd Sunday

Grace Beinost
Morning Worship
10 45$ m
Evening Worship
7p m
Blood River
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Kinsey Urinal
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7 • 00 p.m.

11a.m.
fr 30p.m

Coldwater United
Worship Service 11 00 a m 1st &
2nd Sunday. 10.00 a m 3rd&ltfl
Sunday Schad 1000 a.m. 1st &
2nd Sunday: WOO a.m. 3rd & 4th

Kirksity Baptist
Morning worship

11 am.
7 30p.m.

Evening Worship

Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship
1030a.m.
Evening Worship
e• 30 0.m.

Evening Worship

Elm Greve
Morning Worship
Evening Warship

Almo Heights
Morning worship
Evening worship

A V46s Muss CHaormas To ALL'

11 a.m

Gesture Methodist
Worship Services at 11 a rn 151 &
2nd L 4th

Lynn Grove
Worship Service at C 4.5 a m 1st
& 3rd Sundays, 11 a m 2nd & 4th

Vali 15.Oena

Sunday

15.0erAlsies

Cola's Camp Ground
Worship Service

7:150.m.
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10 00a in

Dexter-Hardin United
Worship Service 10:00 a.m.
151 & 2nd SurodayS., 11:00 a.m.
3rd & 4111 Sunday, 6730 p.m.
1st L 3rd & 4th Sunday

Sutler Creek
11 a.m.
Morning wOrShip
7.15 p.m.
Evening worship
Owens Chapel
Morning Worship
11:00AM
Evening Worship
5:30 PM
Lena Oak Primitive
wow,Y
iusgi A.M.
3rd. Sunday
2:00P.M.

Triangle Inn

Filth Baptist
11 A.M.
630P.M.

Locust Grove
Morning Worship
11:00a.m
Evening Worship
7 00p.m

Church

Master Tire Service, Inc.

Grecian Steak House

union

TOM ANDREWS - YOUR HOST
Steaks - Chops - Seafood Plates • Sandwiches
Specials mon.. Sirloin Steak • Tue., Rtbeye Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin • Thurs.. Chicken - Fri , Fish

RECAPPING
?Ivey

171 W

1Coldw ater Rd.) Ph. 753.3164

411111119i1:-"
:11"::'

BERT, ALTON AND NED JONES

--( TOSst

Hwy 4115. (Hazel Hwy.)

ph 753.7154

Murray Livestock Co.

Sholar's Auto Repair

Whit E

DODSON, OWNER

20/ So

753 1751

Rudy Lovett Distributing

Lassiter & Frankhauser
Glass Company

CO.
Distributing

Mayfield Hwy. 121

lieu. - il,11M
M.46

v..

-

en .

IL MRS. WM

MR

Ph

753 7494

621 So

ei

rned
' ekiekt*

SALES AND SERVICE
Admiral & Whirlpool

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

501 ti 4th St

Mrs Mona Purdom RN Admit)

...ci HOME OF DISTINCTION FOR THE

A Choice Selection of Relishes • Salads

SENIOR CITIZEN -

Fast Service
Hwy. 441 North

753 7109

6

Phone 153 1433.........iu„

H&H Cycle Shop

- -

\

SALES

021 N

:

American
Motors

Kentucky Lake Oil Company

I ie.:•43

i•

r
42

kr....,....

"Invites You To The Private
World 01 Luxury Living-At Na
E 911a Cost"

uS

DiV

Freed Cotham Co., Inc. I

Adding Machines and
yy] 1763

641 North

Phone--502 75) 3180

Col

Taylor Motors, Inc.
"West Kentucky Transportation Center Dealer
Your Full Line Chrysler Corp
ith at Poplar
753 1377

Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home
' ii00

BURGER
QUEEN

.

.
::BOOKS

Thomas Brown-Owners

Phone 414 1345 and 436 5376

.

WANDA7NANCE-OWNER
, 1 so,,5

Wallace's
Book Store

ls;....., /IL-, .`V.,. 71.,..„.,,
1413 Olive Blvd

and Mrs

The Beauty Box

\ILA.
,
H uhway 641 North
V/

751 75.4

Lynhurst Resort

Minor Repair & Welding
4th St.
P ne 753-81

MASSEY•FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
_____-r
-Phone /53 1316

SERVING FARM FAMILIES SINCE 1934
industrial Road

BEALS
'
North

Mayfield
247 1487

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association

Tune-Up & Carburetor Service

Alit LONDIT/ONING
Phone 753 4837

Industrial Road

Murray
753 1323

Phone 753 6448

,--,..
elivivta ettivitil
4._.,._,........,
_____,,,,..j

Ph°n( 753 17
"

JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PROOUCTS

SHILL

Top Duality Ust-d Cars

Five Points

SERVICE /A RENTALS

Types.;
Calculators
)15 So 4th

I

National Hotel Building

Ambassador Hornet Matidor Gremlin Jeep

FRIGIDAIRE . MAYTAG

SHEET MI TAL

1

Susie's Cafe

SERVICE

Cain & Treas Motor Sales

Ward -Elkins

9th at Chetnirt

South 17th Street-Phone 711-9131

PARK RENTAL

pr

•

Residential - Sales & Service

D CLOPTON

Here's a gre .
salvaging those
over Christmas
You may use
- ring loose-leaf
4 cut cardboard
'you like, for t
you make you
. can punch ho
later and put ci
side pages •
left-over Chris
;press them s
•I Cover note.
! board with gif
. You can press
' over Christm.
smooth with .
very low he
notebook, tak
and width of f
covers. Add l'
four sides. C
piece of papei
use two piece.
Notch the
rubber ce
household gl
to outside
book, centeri
• notched cor
. overlaps to i
' Measure ex,
, of inside cove
_ piece of gift
t ( this could

14w-r:141. 1 Mi. E. Murray Ph 753-6485

Phone 753 6160

RCA VICTOR

.SALES

SIS.

-

Heating and Air Conditioning

1:h

HI ATM&

Open Sundays
Phone 7S3 7700

7.

YAMAHA & OKW SALES & SERVICE
McCollough Chain Saws
816 Coldwater Rd
753 8078

Open 6:00 a.m. Close 12:00 pm

Phone 753-2917

Pool Office Equipment & Supplies Stokes Tractor & Implement Co.

vl---spie-v,
:::;._
..;;; .
I,-:

"FOR ALL YOUR FERTILIZER NEEDS"

Murray. 10

Claude Vaughn

JAS

Vegetables and Desserts

Physician On Call At All Times

641 Super Shell
FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY

- PIZZA • SPAGHETTI

8. Chestnut

-t-•

Meats

to
Christ it

6

John D. Grogan Mobile Homes

Phone 75341111 -

Chestnut

802

s133 Maple

/53 3751

Colonial House
Smorgasbord

Fern Terrace Lodge

Hutson Chemical Co. , Inc.

12th

Call in Orders 753-7101

MEMBER F. T 0

Phone 753-3037

Ph. 4744211 Est. 171

Park

Wells Electric

EE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OF 1200 OR
MORE

Randy Thornton Service Co.

r nnimettial and

Phone 753 2102

FTD

Ky. Lake State

Trenholm's Drive-In
HENNY PENNY CHICKEN

Air Conditioning-Heating.Commercial Refrigeration

Shirley Florist
.

*HOUSE BOAT RENTALS at

1105 Pogue . 't Block E of S
17th . Phone 753-1489

fl -pairs A Installation - Gas a, Senici

Dunn Furniture, TV &
Appliance

J. W. W1LMAM-MGR

YOUR UNI-ROYAL TIRE DEALER

Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches

753-3914

Kenlake Marina

Carroll Tire Service

Phone 'S i .075

Plumbing

1415 Main Street

1 505 Stadium View Drive

Residential - Commercial - Farm - Building Lots and
Lake Property-Buying - Selling- Leasing
518 W. Main
Phone 753-7724

Buildings

4115

v
Kegek
ii to

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

Phone 753.7912

Ile South 12th

W Outland, Supt.

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

''BOWLING AT ITS hEsr '
Points

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency_

:

RESIDENTIAL

S

A. JONES, OWNERS

60ri S 4th

Palace Drive-In

"Every Day You Delay Lets Bugs Have
Their Way"

Air Shopping Center

SC°Dn'RP
Wet.C24Mtizt Nov. 22
Things should be
in both your b

How

PRINTING MIMS;

'
,
Oa 541, okra...

Peck's Auto & Furniture
Upholstery

1100 Chestnut • Phone 753-8488
Lubie & Reba Parrish, owners

Five

Bel

Highest Cash Prices for Corn & Soybeans
Holmes Ellis, Mgr.
E
Phone 753-8220

Sycamore at 12th

Jack's Super Burger

-

753 5209

KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST
CONTROL

Storey's Food Giant

"IT'S FINGER LICKIN : GOODA
cctssomli
sFR

1604.11.4 I... SIT..

Ph

100 So. 13th St

Gulf Products

-Commercial -ResidentialOriginal Equipment Auto Glass
1702 Johnson Blvd
753-7117

7

The Businessman's Choice For Fine Printing
Murray. Ky
102 t4. 4th

THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN YOU

COMMERCIAL

7th

Seventh 6ay Adventist
10 00• m
Sabbath School
9 30 a m
Worship Service

IFAIMICKESTER

Boone's Incorporated

.Complete Automatic Transmission Service-Front End Alignment• Complete Tune-up & Repair Service-

Hogs .bought daily

Immanuel Lutheran
Sunday School
9 15a m
Morning Worgliwri
10 30 m

Mobil. Home Courts

Chestnut St
753-1215

Edwin Cain Construction Co.

Gtrrald Boyd-Owner

St John's EllisCistial
Sunday School
10:306.5
Morning Worship
30 a.m

Shady Oaks

Member FDIC
So. 12th & Story
753-6655

GRAIN DIVISION

a

Woyrnaro Chapel A.M.E.
Worship Services 11a m , is no

(July 24 to Aug. 23)
A day for disti
planning and achieve
circuitous road for you
of enthusiasm! Som
objectives are clos.
tainment.
VIRGO
t Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Launching into
seas may take you fu
you expected, into
deep for comfort. Ch
going beyond your
discipline!
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 231
Make room for
as you plan day's
There is a tendency'
into new ventur:
.-igiving them enou;

....
763 SA?
Roo 7113 11140

Murray Warehouse Corp. ,Inc.

/'./
'-ii-i
Murray's Most Complete Department Store
753-7175
Central Shopping Center

SALE EVERY TUESDAY AT 1 PM. - PH 753,5334

Saturday Mass
6:301 WM.
Christian Science
Worship Service
Slam.
Jehovah's Witnesses
Watchtower
10 30a rn.
Bible Lecture
• 30•in.

''THE EXTRAORDINARY BANK"

L_

COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
Insurance claim work. Free estimates

ii

pm

The J. H. Churchill
Home

No 12th E xt PO - Call In Orders to 753 4419

Jones Brothers
Body Shop

._

10504.m.
6 p.M.

St. Lee Catholic Church
Sunday MOSS lam., Ile m.,4:30

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
SOO Main
753-3231

Phone 753-5012

10:00a.m.
1100a.m.

Murray Christian
Worship Serv ices 10 156 m ,7 p

753-2411

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.

11a.m.
3 d.rn.

Church of
Christ
04 Latter Day Saints
Sunday School
10a in

1000
1100

First Christian
10 30a m
Worship Services
m

753-1953

Put first things first,
Attend

Slam..

Christian

Mt. Hebron
Worship Service 1000 a.m 1st
Sunday-11 00a.m. 3rd Sunday
Sunday School 11:00 a m
1st
Sunday-10:00 a.m. Ind., 3rd A
4th Sunday
Mt. Carmel
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 2nd.
Waymen Chapel
RESTAURANT & CAFETERIA
Sunday: 1100 a.m. Ott Sunday
AME Church
YOUR CHOICE-Have a seat & order or Use our
Sunday SchoOl 10:00 a.M. 1st,
3rdF
un
eral
cafeteria line
Morning Services10:45 A.M
& eh Sunday: 1100 a.rn
2nd
A breakfast Anytime i
Sunday

PST.

5041.m.
7prn.

Other
Qenominations

11a.m.
Worship Service
North Plesant Grove
10 li.m.
Sunday School
11a.m.
Worship Service
Greve
Oak
10a.m.
Sunday School
11 a m., 7 p.M.
Worship Services
Mount Piesent
Morning Worship
11a.m.
7p.m.
Evening Worship
Forst Presbyterian
Church School
9 30iernWorship Service
10 45 am

10 am
11 a m

406 m
Op m

Coldwater
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Liberty Cumberland
10 a.m.
Sunday School

3rd Sundays. 7 p m
Sundays

11 S.M.

11a m
7 313p m

Presbyterian

Russells Chapel United

lamm
7p.m

Friendship
Sunday School
Morning Worship

United, 31111rvan Ave
Sunday School
Cam
Evening Worship
Yp m
United. New Concord
Sunday School
06 rr,
Worship Services
116 rn , 7 p m
Calvary Temple
Sunday School
10a m
Ilam I 30
WOrShip Services
pin
First Assembly Of God

First Methodist
WorsAip
II 454. 10 50 am

11a.m.
7p.m

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

E veniria WorshiP

Pentecostal

Church School
Worship Service

Sunday School
Morning Worship

Second Street
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

7 p rn

Evening Worship

10 a.m.

Mornino Worship i
Sunday School

Salem Baptist

Morning Worship

Locust Greve Church
11 a m
Morning WorShiP

Temple Mill United

Flint Baptist
Morning Worship
Iia in
7 30p m
Evening Worship

10 a m
1165

Sunday School
'Worship Service

Sunday

New Mt. Carmel Mossionery
I I 00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7 00 p.m

Cherry Corner
Morning Worship

9.30 a m
11 00a m
8•00 p m

Murray Church

11

uke 'elk vs what Christmas is oil about in chaprei 2,
verse 11, when he shouts - Glory To God In The
Highest, and On Earth, Peace And Good Will To All Man.
It takes only two words to speak the Christmas
/Aessoge, - "glory" and "Peace." Thew words express
the glory of God as no others do. That historic
bob*, born in a monger, has transformed a whole world.
His spirit means Christmas in the life of humans such as
we. In Him is embodied the one, patience, and
essential goodness of the best man who ever livedJesus He is the true example of the God of
power and righteousness. Men knew he was all-powerful
but had never known He was oil-loving. We must
not wallow away Christmas Day by guzzling up
our blessings in dismay. Let us give of our best in the spirit
of Soy. Exchonge gifts, if you may, in memory of Him
who taught us that it is always more blessed to give
than to receive.

Seventh fe Passer
Worship Service
10
Evening Service
NOW Concord
Morning Service
10
Evening Worship
Plesant Valley
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Nazarene

Chpistmas

p.

9.30a.m.
11.00a.m.

3rd&lthSundayS

Look in the section in
your birthday comes anc
- What your outlook is, acco
to the stars.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 201"
Ir)
A stimulating day!
gives new impetto to all
while undertakings. Co fo ,
confidently toward al
mediate objectives.
TAURUS
I Apr. 21 to May 211 ti
Mixed influences. Da,
for your stamina, st
itiveness, good will and
to help yourself and oth
of undesirable situatio
GEMINI
I May 22 to June 211
Avoid discourag.
Progress need not be s
long as it is subs
foundation. Past thoro
and creditable endeavo
be rewarded - and
CANCER
June 22 to July 23)
You may be able to
good deal, conclude a p
agreement. At teas toward this end can be
But don'; press;
tiously,
cautiously,u
Eo

West Murray
Morning Worship
10 S0a.m.
Evening Worship
5pm.

7 00 p. M.

2nd Sunday

FOR SUNDA

10 Oa ret.
7 m.

Evening Worship

Brooks Chapel United
1st Sunday

Frances

Green Plain
Morning Worship

Palestine Unite°
Worship Service 11 a m
1st
Sunday, 10 a.m 3rd Sunday
Martins Chapel United
Sunday School
10:30a m
Worship Service
9 30 a m
South Pleasant Grove
Morning Worship
10.45 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00pm
Good Shepherd United
Worship Service
1100 a.m
Sunday School
10.00a.m

First Baptist
Morning Worship
10141541.M.

Your Individual

University
Mw fling Worship
'0 X a.m.
Evening Worship
4 00 p.M.

Methodist

6:300./n-

Evening Worsts,'"

Church Of Christ
New Providence
Morning Worship
1I• m
Evening Worship
6 30 p m

153 1 334

ins Chestnut

753-7132

Tom's Pizza Parlor -- --•,';
753-6113
i.e
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Your Individual Horoscope

lam
pm

Your Individual
Horoscope

Frances Drake

•m
FOR SUNDAY,DECEMBER 24. 1972
a m.
7p RI.

Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
A stimulating day! Mars
gives new impetus to all wrthwhile undertakings. Go forwlard
confidently toward all immediate objectives.
TAURUS
t Apr. 21 to May 21) tis€4i
1Mixed influences. Day calls
for your stamina, stick-toitiveness, good will and ability
to help yourself and others out
of undesirable situations.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 2H
Avoid discouragement.
Progress need not be swift as
long as it is substantial in
foundation. Past thoroughness
and creditable endeavor WILL
be rewarded — and soon!
CANCER
( June 22 to July 23) 084:4)
You may be able to put over a
good deal, conclude a profitable
agreement. At least, steps
toward this end can be initiated.
But don
press; maneuver
cautiously.
LEO
I July 24 to Aug. 23)
A day for distinguished
planning and achievement. No
circuitous road for you, nor lack
of enthusiasm! Some of your
objectives are close to attainment.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Launching into uncharted
seas may take you further than
you expected, into waters too
deep for comfort. Check before
going beyond your depth. Selfdiscipline!
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 231 .10-1
Make room for the "musts"
as you plan day's activities.
There is a tendency now to rush
into new ventures without
,;giving them enough thought.
Don't!
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Things should be fairly stable
in both your business and

Sda.m.
4p m.
SO• m
30p m.
0. m
pm
SO a.m.
7p.m.
11 a.m.
4ip m
110.m.
3 P.m.
10:004.m.
11004.m.
0:50 a.m.
6 p.m.

st
10. m
tit
a m ,4 n
6:3111 p.m.
• 11 a m
ses
10 30 a m
11 30 a m
m ,

12

p m

pal
10:30 am
9:30cm
•

S

M

10 30a m
lost
NI:00 a.m.
1:)0 a.m

ourts
Ph. 7535M

Pro ring

Here's a great idea for
salvaging those used or leftover Christmas gift wraps.
You may use a regular 3ring loose-leaf notebook, or
cut cardboard to any size
you like, for the covers. If
you make your covers, you
can punch holes in them
later and put covers and inside pages together with
left-over Christmas ribbons
(press them smooth first(
Cover notebook or cardboard with gift-wrap paper.
You can press used or leftover Christmas wrap paper
smooth with an iron, set on
very low heat. Measure
notebook, taking the height
and width of front and back
covers. Add 1" overlap to all
four sides. Cut out of one
piece of paper, or two if you
use two pieces of cardboard
Notch the corners. Using
rubber cement, or any
household glue, glue paper
to outside covers of notebook, centering between the
notched corners. Then glue
overlaps to inside of covers
Measure exact dimensions
of inside covers. Cut out one
piece of gift wrap for each
this could be a contrast

Murray, K y

E & PEST
s Bugs Nays
753-3114

rina
GR
NTALS*
Ii

474-2211 lExl

171

tric

Shell
DELIVERY
12 00 pm.
III 753-1131

afe

HIGHER EARNINGS
il Company

IN JANUARY

OIL PRODUCTS
Mayfield
247-1417

ounty Soil
ssociation
ILIES SINCE

1,

Mao
153 7124

st Resort

,as Brown—Owners

In Murray

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

BATH TOWEL
72"x90"
Warmth Without Weight!

• Soft
• Beautiful Colors

fr

YOUR PERSONAL. HOROSCOPE
FOR 111) For a personal 110 Pagg
fOrecast on health weelth. lOre and
marriage. send SI 00 plus 25 cents in
coin tOt postage and aandhng to
Horoscope BOOe Deptirtrheht. Boo 17).
Old Chelsea Station, New YOtk. N Y
10011. mentioning this newspaper
Print Your NAME. ADDRESS with
ZIP. and DATE OF BIRTH 114 b.sure
yOu get INC rept tonic/It for your
roo.ac sign/

ox
4
Ii

MIRACULOUS TREES
Trees convert carbon dioxide, moisture and solar energy intiiitNood fiber at the average rate of fotir tons per acre
annually.

Parlor

113

Pt

Polyester and Nylon
Lovely Colors

Reg. to '2.96
Reg,

99;

$344

'4.97
BANKAMERICARO

— Mix or Match
ort

AN

y

- ••

467

.

41/44

it."

**-1

411
ear

Aye 9.„,74%

A*1."46f
•

Pillow
Cases

SHEETS

411,

t
\ 4 a:

Reg. '2.48 pr.

—

Mille Fleurs

\

III^Ir

4-g

YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine intellect
and, with the proper education,
could succeed in either business
or educational pursuits. A born
organizer, you would make an
excellent executive in large
enterprises or in the financial
world; may also have a gift for
literature or science. Anthropology and archeology
would have special appeal for
you since you have an affinity
for anything of historic value.
Birthdate of: Jesus Christ,
Redeemer; Sir Isaac Newton,
scientist, discoverer of the law
of gravity.

BLANKETS

ASSORTMENT

no,e,

I

S and 411-5374

3

TOSES

Twin
Sheets

Reg.
2.84

4,14
.

"01

IL

4110.

Reg.

Full
Size

'3.94

$19p4
$199
$296

* Use Roses Fast, Convenient *
LAY-AWAY

BEDSPREADS
Dress up your bedroom!

*N.

0
vt,

$344

Reg.

14•4
.v%149 %
1;
,
.4
1:
44414k
‘::

'4.97

THROW RUG

BED PILLOWS

ASSORTMENT

Regular, Queen & King Size

Reg.

53.97

ASSORTMENT

Reg. '1.47

Look great in the kitchen or any other room.

Family Size

Mountain Mist

HAMPER

BIRDSEYE

COTTON

Reg. '12"

Reg. '1.47

$888

PLASTIC'

93;

'293

Reg. to '4.98

99;

CRUSHED
FOAM
Reg. 57'

TOWEL ASSORTMENT

AS
Bath Towel

2P1
Reg. to

Reg.'1.99

Hand Towels Reg.'1.22

One Group
99

99;

$283
WINDOW SHADE

CAFE & TIER CURTAIN SET

MOVE TO

Ru Id,

IL

ANNUAL

4,1 -k>

How to Make A
Christmas Scrapbook

Boo 733 1131117
Aye 7,3 0140

Fate

personal life now. Love and
ambition, teamed up, can bring
further objectives more clearly
in focus.
SAGITTARIUS
Frances Drake
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
•t'
A day in which to emphasize
FOR MONDAY,
your VERY best, to make the
REAL you shine! Orient your
DECEMBER 25, 1972
action to the ambitious, optimistic, pride-in-effort type.
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
CAPRICORN
t
what your outlook is, according
I Dec, 22 to Jan. 20)
Do not let down in your efforts to the stars.
to conciliate where conflicting ARIES
ideas and personalities appear. ( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) eV
You may meet your first
Help point up essentials,
opposition of the week early. Be
principles.
fortified with good humor and
AQUARIUS
an eagerness to comprehend all
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) -1"r
views.
Be your refreshingly forth- TAURUS
right and candid self, yet (Apr.
21 to May 21)
remember that tact and senAbove-average
influences.
sitivity must accompany action Reduce
nonessentials on your
and expressions. In general, a schedule
to a'minimum so that
day for you to relish.
you can handle "musts" effectively. Don't reject helpful
PISCES
suggestions.
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Polish up, trim where it is GEMINI
pertinent to do so, and be (May 22 to June 21)
A day in which the
systematic in all things. A fine
day in which to capitalize on Geminian's abilities can shine
— especially his gift for su(.your creative abilities.
cessfully pointing out the advantages of a situation which ,
YOU BORN TODAY are confounds others.
endowed with fine business CANCER
acumen, self-reliance and (June 22 to July 231
practicality; are independent,
Don't listen to what "they"
energetic and highly pro- say when you have reason to
gressive in your thinking. If you believe the source is quesdo not veer to the business tionable. Stress your good judgworld as a career, you could ment and objectivity.
shine in intellectual pursuits. LEO
Many writers, journalists, (July 24 to Aug. 23) 412
educators and lecturers have
Be objective and watch for
been born under Capricorn. opportune moments to advance
Tendencies to curb: Sarcasm in your interests. Combine your
speech and a strait-laced at- best ideas with those of others
titude toward life. Birthdate of: — for the benefit of all.
Matthew Arnold, Eng. poet, VIRGO
critic.
I Aug. 24 to Sept. 231 WP%.
s
Your goal now should be to
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
capture the attention of those in
FOR 1073 For a P4T10.10 110 Page
forecast on heattti. wealth. love and
a position to help further your
marriage, send St 00 plus 15 cents in
aims,so polish up your wares —
coin tot postage ano handling to
Heree(ope 8001t Department, Boo 173.
and your personality.
Old Chelsea'94alion, New York, N
10011, rhentiorung this newspoper
LIBRA
Print your NAME, ADDRESS *Mt
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 231
ZIP, and DATE OF BIRTH Ito 134 sure
you get the right forecast tor your
In all discussions, be asPbrief
zodrac sten)
and concise as possible, but
don't underestimate the involvements in any situation.
Take sufficient time to study
YOUR role.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
pattern I and cement into
Take only the short cuts that
place, covering overlaps.
Select a scene from a common sense dictates. In
general, you will have to put in
Christmas card and glue to
the center of front cover
like,
if
you
edges,
Trim the
extra effort to make this day's
with leftover ribbon, gold
activities shape up better.
braid, or tape.
faster.
For the inside pages. use
SAGITTARIUS
your imagination! Group
the Christmas cards you
I Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
want to save on the pages,
An average day, if you are
and glue them to paper
content to leave it at that. But, if
(construction paper would
you are ready to accept
be good for this). Put in
souvenirs of Christmas parchallenges, it holds the nucleus
ties, and photos.
of fine achievement and new
You'll have a Christmas
opportunities to reach higher
Scrapbook to cherish and
objectives.
remember!
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
Be flexible, but not easily
SUPER HANGAR
turned by every wind that
Air Canada's king-size han- blows; eager to take new steps
gar in Toronto is equivalent in forward, but not at the cost of
size to three football fields future losses or misunplaced side by side and as derstandings.
high as a 10-story building.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A good day! Living up to your
Lake Superior has an area of high ideals and following clever
procedures, you can put
31.200 square miles
yourself in line for real gains.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Get the other fellow's point of
view before making final
decisions. You may be
pleasantly surprised at the new
perspectives you gain.

vi72
SATURD'AY—DECEMBER
IIIIIIIIII11111111111111111111111111111111111111111,

Wash Towels Reg.560
Fingertip Towels Reg. 78'

$1 33

77,
44;
54,

PACKAGED

WASH
CLOTHS
Reg, '1.00

811;
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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

Blessings
of the
Holy Season

Merry
Christmas
to All!

MEMBER OF ASSOCIATED PRESS
& UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

In Our 93rd Year

North Officials Deny
Reports That Defense
Minister Was Killed
SAIGON (AP) — North Vietnamese officials denied a South
Vietnamese report today that
Defense Minister Vo Nguyen
Giap was killed in Haiphong,
where U.S. warplanes continued to mount the biggest aerial
blitz of the war.
A statement by Hanoi's delegation to the Paris peace talks
said: •.Here, we do not deem it
necessary to take the trouble to
show that this is a product of
the psychological war of the
Americans-puppets."
A North Vietnamese official
said this was a formal denial
that Giap had been killed Friday, reportedly by a delayed
mine while on an inspection

Prices Up

3 Per Cent
Nixon Goal
Is Unlikely
WASHINGTON )AP) — New
figures on the cost of living
make it unlikely that President
Nixon will achieve his goal of
chopping the inflation rate below 3 per cent for 1972.
Unusually high food prices
for November helped drive the
cost of living up by three-tenths
of one per cent, the Labor Department said Friday. The figures mean a net decline last
month in an average weekly
earnings of American workers.
Meat prices were' a „Major
factor in the increase in consumer food costs which usually
decline in November. Food
prices rose five-tenths of one
per cent.
Nixon this week ordered an
end to meat imports to help
drive down the price of beef
and lamb.
Other unseasonable fluctuations in food prices included
sharp hikes in the cost of vegetables and less than expected
declines for commodities like
pork, eggs and fresh fruit.
Clothing and residential gas
bills were also up, the departiiient said.
The report said real spendable wkly earnings went
down by five-tenths of one per
cent from October to November.
The actual increase in the
cost of living was 2 per cent,
but all figures are adjusted to
meet seasonal price trends. The
three-tenths of one per cent rise
adds up to an annual rate of 3.6
per cent.
Until recent months, Nixon
adniinistration officials had
stuck to their predictions that
the 3 per cent figure could be
met.
Other items recording price
increases in November included
used and new cars, furniture,
household supplies and new
houses. Gasoline and tire prices
declined and rents rose less
sharply than before.
Utility costs, especially natural gas, increased too, along
with another householder cost,
inertgate interest rates.
November marked the end of
a year of Phase 2. The depart
'tient said during that year the
consumer index rose by 3.5 per
__cent. For every dollar in ()nsumer costs in 1967, the figure
was $1.26 in November 1972.

The Weather
Drizzle ending this morning.
Mostly cloudy and continued
cool this afternoon and tonight.
Highs this afternoon around 40.
Lows tonight in the mid 30s.
Slightly warmer Sunday with a
chance of rain. Highs in the
upper 40s. Decreasing cloudiness and a bit cooler Christmas
Day.

fr)

tour of bombing damage at the
Iran Hung Dao armaments depot.
South Vietnamese intelligence
sources said the report of
Giap's death was picked up
from a radio broadcast monitored in Saigon, but there was
no separate evidence to support
it. U.S. officials said they had
no knowledge of the report, and
no other details were available.
Giap, 60, led the Viet Minh to
victory over the French in the
first Indochina war and has
been the principal architect of
the North Vietnamese effort in
the current war.
He was quoted earlier as saying of the current U.S. bombing
drive: "Hanoi and Haiphong
and other cities may be destroyed, but the Vietnamese
people will not be intimidated.
Nothing is more precious than
independence and freedom. The
more
barbarous
and
treacherous the U.S. imperialists, the deeper the Vietnamese
peoples' hatred and the higher
their determination to resist the
aggressors and save the counMeanwhile,
air
losses
mounted to record numbers as
U.S. planes continued to mount
the biggest aerial blitz of the
war against North Vietnam's
heartland.
The U.S. Command admitted
that 14 planes, including 10 B52
bombers, have been downed
since the heavy raids were
launched above the 20th parallel Monday and that at least 55
US. airmen are missing.
Radio Hanoi claimed that two
(Imre B525 were shot down near
Haiphong today, raising to 17
the number of Stratofortresses
and to 42 the number of American planes that North Vietnam
claims to have downed in the
last six days.
Hanoi Radio accused the Pentagon of lying in its claim that
only military targets are being
attacked.
Hanoi's official Vietnam
News Agency reported Friday
that five U.S. fliers presented

at a news conference in Hanoi
earlier in the day had "taken
part in a predawn 552 raid
against populous areas in Hanoi
which caused heavy destruction
to many inhabited quarters and
public utility establishments including the Bach Mai Hospital,
the biggest polyclinic in North
Vietnam, which was almost
completely demolished. Many
patients and medical workers
in the hospital were killed or
injured."
The U.S. Command maintained secrecy on the air operations over the North. In contrast to past policy, the command this week refused to disclose what specific targets
were being attacked, the number of missions Flown and how
it assesses the damage.
U.S. informants indicated
that the Command was delaying the acknowledgement of
downed aircraft and spacing
out announcements to minimize
the impact on the American
public. However, the Command
traditionally announces aircraft
losses only after search and
rescue missions have ended.
The Command did acknowledge that its ninth and tenth
B52 bombers were shot down
Friday near Hanoi and that all
crewmen are missing. It would
not give the specific number of
crewmen, but other U.S. officials said each B52 carried six.
While attention focused on
the air war in the North, the
Saigon government announced
a unilateral 24-hour cease-fire
in South Vietnam for Christmas, beginning Sunday at 6
p.m.
The South Vietnamese Foreign Ministry initially had announced it would start at noon
but later revised the time. The
Viet Cong earlier had declared
a similar but unilateral 24-hour
cease-fire for the holiday, beginning at I p.m. Sunday.
The U.S. command refused
to comment on the South
Vietnamese cease-fire. It said it
would not discuss "future operations."

Nakagawa To Spend
Christmas in Prison
After Plane Is Hit
By RODNEY ANGOVE
University of California at
Associated Press Writer
Berkeley, where he studied unAUBURN, Calif. 1API —
der a Navy ROTC scholarship.
Thirty years ago when Christmarried his childhood
mas drew near, 7-year-old Gor- He
sweetheart, Jeanne Takemoto
don Ross Nakagawa eyed the
Lincoln, Calif. She lives in
drab rows of chimneyless bar- (4.
Oak Harbor, Wash., with their
racks buildings at the Tule
three children, aged 8 to 11.
Lake internment camp for
Nakagawa's father, Bunny, is
Japanese-Americans and asked,
it tanager ef the Auburn District
"%minty, how's Santa ,Claus
Fair.
ever going to find us?"
The Nakagawas were farmThis year, it looks as if Navy
Cmdr. Nakagawa, 37, will be ers when, in JulY 1942, seven
spending Christmas inside an- months after Japan's attack on
other internment camp, this Pearl Harbor, all Japaneseone for prisoners of war in Americans on the West Coast
were sent to relocation camps.
North Vietnam.
He was captured Wednesday They stayed at Tule Lake until
after his AM fighter-Ixanber February 1943, when given a
was shot down over Haiphong. security clearance. They then
Nakagawa said on a Hanoi-ra- ile)ved to . Caldwell, Idaho,
dio broadcast Friday that his where they continued fann
right anti may be fractured but work, returning to California
that he was being treated hu- when the war ended.
As the parents were intermanely.
His mother, Harriet Naka- viewed, friends dropped by to
gawa, said Friday that Santa express sympathy and encourFound his way inside the barbed agen lent.
"We're grateful he's safe and
wire at the Tule Lake vamp in
1942 and she's not worried too well," the friends were told.
Although tense with emotion,
11111(11 about this year either.
Whatever happens to him, the Nakagawas still managed
he will take it in good stride," to smile at what Mrs. Nakashe said in an interview at her gawa called the thought of -the
home here. "The Navy was the North Vietnamese running out
career he chose. He fully real- to capture an American pilot
ized the chances he was and, to and behold, they look at
his face and he's Oriental."
taking."
'"I can just see their mouths
Nalfilgawa, who was on his
third tour of duty in Southeast jabbering when that 'hapAsia. was graduated from the pened."
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Flood Victims Find It
Hard To Enjoy Holidays
WILKES-BARRE,Pa.) AP —
Bill Jayne, 82, pecked away on
the battered typewriter to finish his Christmas card list. It
was the only possession he salvaged when floods drove him
from his home last June, other
than an American flag.
''l have no plans for Christmas," the widowed greatgrandfather said. "It just won't
be like last year. It's a lonesome place out here, but I'm
going to stay here as long as I
can."
"Here" is a trailer camp on
the edge of town, one of many
spotted around the hard-hit
Wyoming Valley where some
25,000 victims of America's
worst natural disaster are living temporarily in governmentsupplied mobile homes.
While Jayne isn't interested
in decorating — "Why waste
the money'?" — many of the
flood people are.
Helen Martin. a 78-year-old
widow, is one. In her cramped
trailer in nearby Kingston she
taped a plastic wreath on the
aluminum door and bought two

small artificial trees -to make
it nicer for my friends.
"But you can't be fully happy. I just buried my son in
May. Then the flood comes and
I lost my home, and everything.
"You try to have the Christmas spirit, but you really
can't."
The kids, though, thrive on
the excitement and adventure
of temporary homesteads, and
are happy to pitch in on the
cleanup of destruction by
Tropical Storm Agnes' flooding
that caused more than $1.5 billion damage.
And the flood children, many
still going half classes because
of damaged schools, are having
great times at holiday parties
where gifts come from all parts
of Pennsylvania and neighboring states.
-This will be the best Christmas for a lot of people," insists
Sam Giunta, a resident adviser
in a 180-family trailer park.
"There are so many agencies
and so many groups that have
done things to make it a good
holiday."

Dealey Kidnappers
Apprehended By FBI

Calloway Advances To
Finals Of Tournament

Traffic Toll
Climbs To 32
This Weekend

tis

Dr. David C. Roos, pas
the First Christian Ch
I Disciples of Christ), will
on the subject-, "Experie
Christmas" at the 10:45
services at the churc
Sunday, Deceniber 24.
Special music will be a
"Cradle Song of the Virgi
Braliains with the vocal b.
William Porter and Mr'
Story playing the viola.
Whitmer is the choir di
and Miss Betty Lahde
guest organist.
Mike Holton will be
leader and Susan Cras
Stacy Fulton will be
lighters. Elders will be
Gore and Dr. Woodfin
Deacons will be Lenv •
James Dale Clopton,
Farris,John Mark Hale
Hopkins Clyde Jones,
Maddox, John Pasco,
Dr. William F. Sm
Greeters will be Mr.
R. H. Robbins, Preston
and Underwood.
Four poinsettias at t
for Sunday will be in n
Mr. and Mrs. Vict
Byron Wells, and Tr:
Flowers on the c.
table will be in memo
Dublin .and 0. 0. Dui
• Dublin family, and
the chancel rail
memory of Bill Gra .
Graham.
A candle light
service will be he
church on Sunday,
24, at eleven p.m.
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DALLAS, Tex. (AP) — A
She said that, during the 60young bride of six weeks says hour ordeal after two men abGreg Howard, one of the top players in the Region, hits for two of his 24 points in last night's win
that her kidnapers tried to ducted her Tuesday from the over Carlisle County. Howard put on a fine display in one of his best all round efforts
of the season.
conifert her and told her sev- parking area of her apartment Tonight the Lakers will meet Hickman County in the championship game of the Mayfield Christmas
eral times that "everything is in the fashionable University Tournament at Lewes.
I Additional Photos on Pages 7 & 8)
going to be all right."
Park area, she slept on the
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon
'"I'hey were courteous — un- floor.
der the circimistances," said
Forced into an old station waAlice Amanda "Mandy" Deal- gon at gunpoint and then tied
ey, the 22-year-old, blue-eyed, and blindfolded, she was held
blonde daughter of industrialist until the raesem was dropped
Charles M. Mayhew and daugh- in a remote wooded area of
ter-in-law of the publisher of northeast Dallas early Friday.
the Dallas Morning News, Joe
When she was placed in a
M. Dealey Sr.
clump of weeds by her abducTwo brothers from suburban tors, she said one of the men
Garland were arrested Friday told her: "Now count to a
and charged under Texas kid- thousand, and your daddy will
By MIKE BRANDON
meshed two free throws. And minutes. Wells added eight, all
naping laws shortly after $250,- be here to get you."
Ledger &Times Sportswriter
suddenly, with 5:23 showing on in the first period, while Duncan
000 in rausoiii had been
Her parents and the parents
Greg Howard isn't the kind of
dropped of at a designated of her husband, Joe M. Dealey guy who worries about getting the second period clock. chipped in with seven. Calloway
hit 17-42 in the half for a .405
place.
Jr., who works in employe rela- his name in the headlines. But Calloway held a 27-14 cushion.
niark.
Wells, who got in foul trouble
FBI agents who arrested tions at the News, described it's good odds that if he plays
Woods paced the Comets' first
arid
nicked
up
perthird
his
Woodrow Holmes Ransonette, the ordeal as "sheer agony."
the rest of the season like he has
half
scoring with 12, nine of
sonal
early
frame,
sat
out
in
the
31, and Franklin Joseph RansoThey were told of the abduc- played the first nine games, a
nette, 33, said the two' uteri" tion and given directions on lot of glory may be in store for most of the second quarter. But which came in the second
were busily counting a tare how to deliver the ransom in a the 6-2 senior from Calloway it was Howard who came to the period, while Jenkins added
rescue as he poured in 12 points seven. Carlisle County hit on 12amount of money when taken series of what the elder Dealey County.
in the stanza to lift the Lakers to 31 for .387 clip.
into custody at their apartment. said was at least 15 to 17
It was Howard's splendid
The big difference was in the
a
41-31 halftime lead. The
The Ransonette brothers telephone calls.
effort combined with a tough
rebounding department where
were held in the Dallas County
Authorities said an FBI agent Laker defense that led Calloway largest lead of the half came at
the 3:46 mark when Howard hit the Lakers had a. 27-18 adjail Friday night in lieu of who posed as a friend of the County past Carlisle County
76- front under to put Calloway on vantage as the big men hit the
bonds of $100,000 each.
Dealey family made the money 65 and into the championship
boards very well, Howard had
'Abe FBI said the ransom drop.
game of the Mayfield In- top 34-19.
eight rebounds while Wells had
scorers
at
Howard
.
all
led
inoney was recovered.
kidnaping
The
was kept a se- vitational,
picked up 16 seven with Duncan and
"They kept asking me if cret until Mrs. Dealey was
The Lakers will meet Hick- halftime as he
points in the opening 16
there was anything I needed," freed. Felix R. McKnight, edi- man County, who
iContinued on Page Seven)
defeated
Mrs. Dealey said. "The house, tor and copublisher of the Dal- Mayfield 52-46 in the
nightcap of
or duplex, they took rite to was las Times Herald, a rival of the semifinal action, for the
title at
cold. They brought in an elec- Morning News, acted as liaison 7:30 p.m. tonight. The
Lakers
tric heater and an electric Wan- between newsmen and the fam- took a 67-53 victor).
over Hickket for moo'
ily.
man County in a previous
match this season on the
Calloway floor.
,
Just a little over a month ago,
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. (API plete with - a trip home for
Kish.
it was the saute Carlisle County —
A 62-year-rid farmer, hospiSince Kish has been hospifive that pnye4,1pALLfiemish of talized in
virtual isolation since talized, the family has had to
the ear on e Lakers slate as last
June when a tractor acci- sell tfie few head of cattle
he
the Coniets ,nikied Calloway dent
left his upper body cov- kept.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Mc- Crawford McClure, 607 South County 80-73. But last night it ered with flaming gasoline,
The nurses learned that the
Clure of Benton remain in fair 9th Street, Murray, has an in- was a different Laker club that goes home today for Christina). family
needed almost everygained
revenge on the Comets.
condition in the Intensive Care jury of the respiratory-system,
And, if the nurses who thing, from sheets
and clothing
Calloway County was sure as "adopted"
Unit of the Western Baptist while Mrs. McClure, the former
Michael Kish have 'to toys and kitchen utensils
and
they
played
a
steady
game
on their way, there might
Hospital, Paducah, this mor- Dorothy Hopkins, daughter of
even be items such as these' will be
ning, after suffering injuries in Mn. and Mrs. Cecil Hopkins of defense and offense. Only once indoor plumbing at his Backus, ameng
the gifts gathered by
a two car collision one mile AIM° Route One, has a bad cut in the game did Carlisle County Minn., farm home before
his the ladies in white with the aid
hold
the
lead
as
the
Lakers
used six-day visit ends.
south of Benton on U. S. High- on her head, broken arm and
of hospital volunteer's and
their great board strength to
soway 641 on Friday at 4:30 p.m. leg, and bruises and cuts.
Nurses at University of Min- cial and rehabilitation
workers.
snuff out the Comet hopes' of nesota
McClure. son of Mr. and Mrs.
Hospital's Station 42
Their daughter, Mrs. I,yndon
%venni-rig their second tour- pooled
Transportation home for Kish
their money, bought a
(Rosemarie Henderson, and
nament of the season.
bundle of gifts and -arranged was the next task. They reMr. Henderson of Mayfield
A bucket by J.J. Yates and a for Kish to
travel the 150 miles cruited Lt. Ronald Curt)', a
Brute Six, suffered bruises and
charity toss by Mike Weeds home to
see
his wife and six Navy Reserve chaplain ascuts and were ainitted to the gave
the (temets an early 7-4 children,
signed to the Marine Reserve
the oldest 10.
Benton Municipal Hospital, but
lead. But two consecutive
Except for one visit his wife at Ft. Snelling.
are expected to be released baskets
by James Wells moved managed to
The chaplain arranged for a
today, according to family
make, Kish has
the fakers up for good.
been completely separated Marine to pick up Kish and the
members.
Calloway played a slow and from his
family and without gifts at thy hospital, drive hint
Also injured in the two car
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
deliberate type of game in the visitors since
to Backus and then return him
the accident.
Traffic accidents around the collision were Ray Henderson, first quarter as
the period ended
"He's really had a terrible to the hospital Wedrie-sday for
nation claimed 32 lives in the Jr.,and Charles Wayne Henson, with the takers
inure treatment.
laildine a 16-12 time," said
Katherine Hokanearly hours of the Christmas la4h of Ilardin, who were also (Age.
one
son,
of the surgical nurses.
admitted to the Benton
As for Kish's future, Dr. Glen
holiday weekend.
Sopheiliore reserve Robert "Most
of his time with us — J. Gullickson Jr„ rehabilitation
Fog and drizzle dampened Municipal Hospital.
Martin brought the Coniets to and
until this month — he was director,..at the hospital, hopes
Kentucky State Trooper E. R.
roadways in much of the eastwithin two prints as he scored in
isolation."
Kish ikilrbe ready to go home
ern half of the country and McIntosh investigated the Me first basket
of the second
The nurses, who took a liking for good by early February.
snow and freezing rain were collision between a 1972 (rame. But
.
then the Lakers Io Kish
and stopped by his
scattered through the north- Plymouth driven by McClure began to mount
Gullicksen says he thinks
a rally. .
room to chat whenever they Kish will recover near-nor
and a Pontiac driven by Ray
central section.
mal
Howard hit two buckets in a
coul(l, originally planned to use of his anus' and hands,
The count of traffic deaths Henderson, Jr. The trooper said l'i,W tl,
lift the spread hi six give
him
gifts.
began at 6 p.m. local time Fri- Henderson came out of a side points. Then
enough for fanning good land
Themps-on added a
Then one day, they decided but possibly not enough for
day and will end at midnight mad onto U. S. Highway 641 free throw
the
before Duncan hit for instead . to
.„ •
try to arrange
Monday.
rugged farming of the northern
two Irian under and Howard
'Continued on Page Seven)
Christmas for the family, coin- Minnesota area near Backus.

Six Persons Injured
In Two Car Collision
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Dr. David C. Roos, pastor of
the First Christian Church
I Disciples of Christ), will speak
on the subject, "Experiencing
Christmas" at the 10:45 a.m.
services at the church on
Sunday, December 24.
Special music will be a solo,
"Cradle Song of the Virgin" by
Bralianis with the vocal by Mrs.
William Porter and Mrs. Doe
Story playing the viola. L,eonare
Whitiner is the choir director,
and Miss Betty Lahde will be
guest organist.
Mike Holton will be worship
leader and Susan Crass and
Stacy Fulton will be candle
lighters. Elders will be Bailey
Gore and Dr. Woodfin Hutson.
Deacons will be Lenvel Yates,
James Dale Clopton, Herbert
Farris, John Mark Hale, Robert
Hopkins Clyde Jones, Benny
Maddox, John Pasco, Jr., and
Dr. William F. Smith, Jr.
Greeters will be Mr. and Mrs.
R. H. Robbins, Preston Holland,
and Underwood.
Four poinsettias at the church
for Sunday will be in memory of
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Wells,
Byron Wells, and Trent Wells.
Flowers on the communion
table will be in memory of F. L.
Dublin and 0. 0. Dublin by the
'Dublin family, and flowers on
the chancel rail Will be in
memory of Bill Graham by Mrs.
Graham.
A candle light communion
service will be held at the
church on Sunday, December
24, at eleven pin

World
News
Briefs
KEY BISCAYNE, Fla. AP)
— President Nixon's aides say
he has left open the possibility
of a Christmas pause in the
heavy air and sea bombardment of North Vietnam. His
aides say Nixon is "determined
to take every step"to end the
war. However, when asked
about a Christmas bombing
halt, Ronald Ziegler, presidential press secretary, said he
couldn't answer the question
"at this time."
SAIGON tAP> — North Vietnam says it has shot down 17
giant B52 bombers during the
last six days—the biggest aerial
blitz of the war against North
Vietnam. The U.S. Command
said 14 planes, including 10 B52
bombers have been shot down
and at least 55 U.S. airmen are
missing. North Vietnam said
the total number of planes it
has destroyed is 42.
U.S. informants indicated the,
U.S. was spacing out announcements of downed aircraft to
minimize the impact on the
American
public.
But
traditionally, losses are announced only after search and
rescue missions have ended. In
contrast to past policy, the U.S.
Command has maintained secrecy about air operations—refusing to disclose targets that
have been attacked, number of
missions flown and damage assessments. Hanoi claims civilian targets have been attacked
and says facilties damaged include detention camps for
American POWs. The Pentagon
says only military targets have
been bombed.
KANSAS CITY (AP) — Former President Harry S Truman
lapsed
has
into
unconsciousness.
A
hospital
spokesman said he did not
know whether doctors considered Truman, 88, to be in a
coma. He has been hospitalized
since Dec. 5.
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
I ,abor Department said the cost
of living climbed three-tenths of
one per cent during November
— and the figures make it
seem unlikely that President
Nixon will achieve his goal of
getting inflation below a three
per cent annual rate in 1972.
The Labor department said
real spendable weekly earnings
fell one-half of one per cent
from October to November.
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Rule To Fight Attempt
To Oust Him For Public
Criticism Of President
Bs DILLON GRAHAM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( API — Pentagon official Gordon Rule says
he'll fight a Navy attempt to
,aist hint for publicly criticizing
President Nixon's choice of a
major shipbuilder to oversee
the federal budget.
Adm. Isaac Kidd Jr., the
Navy's material chief, reassigned Rule Thursday froni his
post as director of Navy procurement control. Kidd had
earlier visited Rule's' home and
asked him to retire.
The Pentagon said Kidd "lost
confidence in the.judgment of
GETTING READY FOR INSPECTION—LT Larry Doyle, acting commander of D ompany of the
Mr. Rule ..."
100th Reserve Division, checks over the equipment of some of the personnel prior to recent inspection
Rule said in an interview if
of the Murray Company by the 100th Division IG. Other members of the unit (sitting left to right ) are
Kidd wants to get rid of him,
PVT Mike Williams.SP 5 David Hale, and SGT Tommy Via. The Murray unit is meeting temporarily
"he's going to have to prefer
at the Reserve Center in Paducah. It is expected to move its equipment back to Murray when the new
charges because I'm not going
center off N. 641 opens in January.
to sign that retirement statement." Nor said Rule would he
accept reassignment as a senior consultant on procurement
at the Navy's Ligistics Man(Continued from page 6 i
agement School.
South, ran off the road, crossed
In a series of Senate hearings
a culvert, came back into the
on military weapons procuresouth bound lane and collided
ment, Rule said former Presibeaten with the McClure car
By TED MEIER
commented Buzz Ridl, coach of dent Dwight Eisenhower
would
going south on U. S. Highway Associated Press Sports Writer the Panthers. Billy Knight of be
twitching in his grave if he
641. The cars had to be pulled
Johnny Wooden was back in Pitt was the game's high scorer knew Nixon had named Roy
apart by wreckers, the trooper his customary chair on the with 37. Bill Walton topped Ash,
former president of Litton
said.
sideline and his national colle- UC1.A with 18.
Industries, a big Navy supplier,
Second-ranked Maryland beat as head of
Riding with McClure who had, giate basketball champions, the
the Office of Manhis seat belt on, were his wife, UCLA Bruins, welcomed his re- George Washington 88-79 and agement and Budget.
Dorothy, in the middle front turn by whipping Pitt 89-73 for No. 6 Long Beach State routed
Rule, like Eisenhower, said
seat, and his son-in-law, Lyndon their 50th straight victory. The Long Island 104-62 but Florida unhealthy ties exist between ciother
the
Indiana,
and
Bruins
State
go
after
No.
51
in
a
row
side
in
Henderson, on the right
vilian weapons suppliers and
the front, and their daughter, tonight against Notre Dame, two teams in the Associated the federal government. Rule
Press Top Ten to play,went
the last team to beat them.
Rosemarie, in the back seat.
said Ash's appointment only
"I'm glad to be back," said down to defeat.
The Henderson couple's three
worsened that problem
beNo.
7,
fell
Florida State,
children, Kenney. Taniniy, and the 62-year-old world-famous
Day74-68
in
Alabama
the
fore
coach
who
missed
his
first
Jimmy, had just gotten out of
Pentagon spokesman Jerry
the car of their parents to ride game in nearly 25 years last ton Invitational. No. 9 Indiana Friedhetio said he was ununout
was
of
knocked
the
week
because of a mild heart
with their uncle, Randy Mcbeaten ranks by South Carolina
Clure, who was enroute to condition. "As far as our overall play was concerned we 88-85.
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Special music will be Georgetown College, Gilmore ham,the Seminoles mentor, also had 19 rebounds in the
presented by Mrs. Kaye Doran. enrolled at Southwestern said "If you're good you pick first half for another Piston
Alan McCutchen is minister of Baptist Theologreal Seminary yourself up when something mark.
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music of the church. The in Fort Worth,Texas. While still like that happens. We built a
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poured in 23 points, many of
Baptist Church in Fort Worth.
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"We planned to go inside them in a fourth-quarter burst
Serving as deacon of the week The 24 year old Gilmore has led from the outset," said C.W. that helped the Pistons shoot
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persens to come and go as they opening prayer.
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Wreck ...

Bruins Make It 50
Straight Over Pitt

aware of any White House role
in the efforts to force Rule out
of the government.
Sen. William Proxmire, DWis., chairman of the SenateHi use eci'nomk. subcommittee
which heard Rule's testimony
Tuesday, charged the Navy
with -launching a heartless and
cruel reprisal" against "a courageous and honest government
for telling the
truth."
Rep. Les Aspin, D-Wis.,
called it "a blatant form of intimidation."
"Obviously, Kidd is acting as
time hatchet-i Ian for those
people who benefit from giant
defense bail-outs and giveaways, and want Rule fired for
his honest statement," he said.
Proxmire said he has asked
both Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird and Navy Secretary John W. Warner to reverse
an decision "to get rid of or
punish Gordon Rule."
Rule was critical of Litton's
delays and cost overruns on a
niultimillion dollar shipbuilding
contract for which he was responsible in the Pentagon.
During his 10 years as director of Naval procurement,
Rule, a lawyer, developed a
cost control system credited
with saving $100 million in the
cost ,if the F111 swing-wing jet
figliter engines.
Under his "should cost" system, military procurement officers would confer with a defense contractor to determine
what the work should cost the
taxpayers rather than accept
the contractor's original estimate.

Detroit Rolls Over
Supersonics Friday
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Atlanta held off a strong finishing kick by Buffalo to top the
Braves. The losers scored eight
points in the last 20 seconds to
fall a point short.
Boston, led by Dave Cowens'
26 peens and 1.8 rebounds,
wiped out a nine-point deficit to
beat Kansas City-Otnaha. The
Kings were led by Nate Archibald's 32 points and 15 assists.
Dave DeBusschere scored 24
points to pace New York over
Cleveland. The Cavaliers took a
brief lead in the third period,
56-55, but a three-point play by
Phil Jackson and a basket by
DeBusschere shot the Knicks
on top to stay.
Jack Mario fired in 28 points
as Houston dropped Philadelphia and exten-ded the 76ers'
current losing streak to eight
games. The 76ers, who lost 15
in a row at the start of the season, dropped to a 3-32 mark.
Bob Love and Norm VanLier
triggered a second-quarter
burst that carried Chicago past
Portland and Neal Walk and
Charlie Scotto combined for 57
points to power Phoenix over
injury-riddled his Angeles.

Special Music Is
Planned At First
Baptist Church
Rev. Richard E. Walker,
pastor of the First Baptist
Church, will be speaking at the
10:45 a.m. and five p.m, services at the church on Sunday,
Deceitiber 24.
Special i»usic for the morning
services will include a solo,
"Gesu Bambino," by Mrs.
Vernon Shown, soloist, and a
hymn, "Good Christian Men,
Rejoice" by the Adult Choir
direeted by W. Rudolph
Howard, minister of music.
Nies. John Bowker will be
organist and Mrs. J.D.
Rayburn will be pianist.
At the evening service, the
Adult Choir will sing "Away In
A Manger" and "0 Holy Night"
with Bro. Howard as director.

SIDELINE HELP. Even though Calloway County won rather
handily, sophomore cheerleader Vickie Butterworth appears a
little worried. Vickie is in her first year as a varsity cheerleader
for the Leiters.
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandon

Calloway Advances ...
(Continued from page 6)
Thompson each grabbing five.
Calloway was rolling along
with a 47-33 advantage early in
the third period when Wells
picked up his fourth foul at the
5:10 mark. Even with Wells out,
the Lakers were still able to
control the boards but the
Comets were able to move
better under their own basket.
With 37 seconds left in the
third period, 5-8 junior guard
John Martin hit on a drive and
fur:ee
as tfhon
ul:ci
.andatrhteinLa
rnkissed
ers hehlids
on to a 52-45 edge.
Six seconds later, tempers
rose and Jenkins of the Comets
was whistled for a technical foul
when he shoved Howard to the
floor. Howard missed the foul
shot but hit the technical to lift
the lead to eight.
After the technical shot, the.
Lakers got the ball back out of
bounds and Duncan promptly
canned a 15 footer front the
right side to lift the lead back up
to 10. Martin hit on a 20 footer
front the left side at the buzzer
and the fakers held a 55-47 lead
going into the final period.
A reverse layup by Duncan on
a freed pass from Wells
followed by a 20 footer by
Shelton upped the Calloway
cushion to 12. But the Comets
ripped iiff three buckets in a row
and with 5:57 left in the game,
the lead was down to six at 5953.
Howard,always a steady man
in the clutch, hit a 15 footer to up
the lead to eight before Carlisle
County scored three more
consecutive baskets to thin the
lead to two, 61-59 with 4:51 left.
Dan Thompson came flying
through the air and tipped in a
missed shot and the lead was
back to four. Thompson's feat
put a little life into the Lakers as
the -Comets were able to score
only one basket over the next
four iiiinutes.
A 15 footer by Duncan, a 10
tooter by Howard a -drive by
Shelton and two free throws by

Shelton gave the fakers a 71-59
lead. Martin finally broke the
ice for the Comets as-he hit a 10
footer with 1:31 left to cut The
lead down to 10.
But a 10 tooter by Duncan and
a charity toss by Howard gave
Calloway a 74-61 lead and the
game was safely in the Lakers'
hands.
If any one thing had to be
pointed out as the key reason for
the Laker win, it would have to
be the superior rebounding.
Calloway outrebounded the
scrappy Comets 50-32.
Howard had 13 rebounds
while Thompson had 11. Wells
and Duncan had 10 and eight
caroms respectively.
For the game, the Lakers
were 32-71 for a warm .450 while
Carlisle County was 26-88 for a
.382 clip.
Howard led the Calloway
scoring with 24 while Duncan
had 16. Wells and Shelton had 14
and 12 respectively. Thompson,
tali(' played a strong all round
gaine, had seven to round out
the scoring for the starters.
Jenkins paced Carlisle
County with 17 while Woods had
16 and John Martin 14.. The loss
leaves Toni Buchanan's eornets
with a 9-2 slate.
"We played a complete game
tonight," Laker coach Jerry
Conley said. "Our defense was
just great and our big men
really worked well under the
boards. I though Howard played
one of his best defensive games •
of the season," Conley added.
Calloway County will take an
8-1 slate into tonight's battle
while Hickman County is 7-2.
Carlisle
Calloway

12 19 16 18-65.
16 25 14 21-76

Carlisle (65)—J. Martin 14,
Jenkins 17, Woods 16, Yates 2,
Nichols 8, R. Martin 4, Garrett 2
and Carter 2.
Calloway (761—Howard 24,
Duncan 16, Wells 14, Shelton 12,
Thompson 7, Waters 3, and
Miller.

Kentucky Roundup
Resignation
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)—
State Banking and Securities
Cinninissioner Lenvil R. Hall
has: reigned 14 assimie itianiigement of a Florida bank.
Gov. Wendell Ford, who anmewed Hall's resignation, did
11(4 name a successor to the
immissioner.
The 48-year- Id Hall will become president and chief exeeutive officer of the Ormond
Beach First National Bank .Jan.

Insurance
LEXINGTON, Ky.. ( API—A
,cximigtmii insurance building
firm, First Mutual Services
Inc., has acquired the Eagles'
National Life Insurance Co. in
Cuwinnati.
A First Mutual spokesman
said the firm is paying $1,226.000 in cash and notes RI the 14ear-old Ea7,1t
,
i firm.

Assisting in the services on
Sunday will be the deacon ef the
week, Gayson McClure, who
has been a member of the
church since 1955 and new
serving a second term, as a
deacon. He is associated with
Taylor Motors and he and his
wife, the fernier Aline Wilson, Virgil
LEXINGTON, Ky. AP I—
reside at Panaroma Shores.
They have one daughter Mrs. Severallexington peace groups
Jerry (Sandra) Henry, and one will sponsor a candlelight vigil
for peace at 8 p.m. Sunday at
son, Don McClure.

the Fa)ette Count) Courthouse.
The grows announced the vied following a Thursday night
meeting at which they drafted
a statement denouncing the
"Nixon administration's re-escalation of the war" in Vietnam."
Slide
CUMBERLAND, Ky. API—
Officials say things are looking
up for 22 families forced to
evacuate their hillside homes
after a mudslide.
Cumberland Mayer Darrell
Roberts said he has learned
that the 67 persons forced frotii
their hillside homes and the 22
persuins forced (roil homes at
the bottom tif the hill will get
first priority when an unfihishee hay iricollie housing
preject is coniipleted.
The families moved into the
unfinished structure
temperanly when required to
leave their homes.
Meanwhile. Roberts said the
mudslide is continuing to move
down Sanctified Hill, which he
described as "just a-thick liquid right now."
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Shula Remembers Other Games Where
Browns Pulled Upset In Post-Season

James Wells, who bit on this short jump shot, was a big help in
the Lakers' revenge win over C,artisle County last night. Wells hit
for 14 points and grabbed 10 rebounds as the Lakers advanced into
the championship game with an impressive 76-65 win over the
Comets.

By GEORGE STRODE . ciphne of football teams, then
Associated Press Sports Writer took over the picture-taking
ANAHEIM, Calif. tAPi — session.
Woody Hayes is a noted dis"Why don't we have our two
ciple of the -running game, but biggest nien lifting him up?'
he was willing to catch a pair Hayes suggested.
of passes from Mickey Mouse.
With that, he ordered 224The hard-bitten Ohio State pound fullback Harold Henson
football coach, in an unusual jo- and
All-America offensive
vial tilood, cooperated with pho- tackle John Hicks, a 260-poundb,graphers before he turned his er, to pick up Mickey Mouse.
squad loose Friday for a tour of
"Okay, you want any other
Disneyland.
shots?" he asked. With no reMickey Mouse, of rather an sponse, Hayes thanked the phoindividual costumed as the tographers and let his squad
well-known cartoon personality, enjoy the Disneyland rides.
flipped a pair of passes to
"It's good, clean amusement
Hayes for the benefit of photog- for them" he explained "They
raphers. After the second
worked hard this morning.
catch, Hayes hustled up the They deserve a respite."
famed Walt Disney character,
Third-ranked Ohio State
put his arm around him and
meets top-ranked University of
announced, "He's my buddy."
Southern California in the Rose
Hayes, famous for his dis- Bowl Jan. 1.

NASHVILLE; Tenn. ( API —
TIke Vanderbilt Quarterback
Club will hold s somewhat belated appreciation day next
ni .iith for retired Kentucky
basketball Coach Adolph Rupp.
Buddy Stack, president-elect
;4' the club, said, "The confusion about Coach Rupp's retirement plans left us without
opportunity to demonstrate
our gratitude to him last season."
Rupp retired last June after
more than 40 years at the helm
of the Kentucky Wildcats. He is
now president of the Memphis
Tanis of the American Basketball Association.
Stack said the format of the
appreciation dinner has not
been decided but the event is
tentatively scheduled for Jan.
V when the Wildcats come to
Nashville to take on Vanderbilt.
Rupp said he was willing attend unless his boss, Tams
owner Charles Finley, has other plans for him.

New York Raiders Overcome Ottawa
For 7-4 WHA Victory Friday Night

Playing one of his most outstanding games of the season, Jerry
Duncan scored 16 points and pulled down eight rebounds in the
Lakers' win. Duncan, who hit for two on this move under the
bucket, did some fine outside shooting and played an excellent
defensive gaw

Job
Good
Wishes
for
Christmas

Morris Refrigeration
Service
202 Main Street

Phone 753-7205

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
For the better part of two periods Friday night, the Ottawa
Nationals were making a mockery of the theory that a team
needs its proper rest before
playing a game. Then the Nationals were hit harder than the
snow plow which damaged
their plane Friday morning.
When the final horn sounded,
the New York Raiders had a 75 World Hockey Association
victory over the travel-weary
Nationals.
The Nationals' plane was
about to take off from the Ottawa airport when a snow plow
backed into it and damaged it.
Unable to get another flight,
the team boarded a bus and
headed south. They picked up a
police escort around Syracuse,
N.Y., and made it to Madison
Square Garden more than two
hours late.

Early in the first period, Bobby Sheehan gave the Raiders a
1-0 lead. Just 2"z minutes later,

Brian Bradley beat goalie I,es
Binkley but Wayne Carleton
scored for Ottawa. After a brief
intermission between periods
with no resurfacing of the ice—
there was an 11;55 p.m. curfew
because the arena had to be set
up for a rock concert today—
Gene - Peacosh made it 3-1 in
the second stanza but then the
Nationals shrugged off the
traveling blues.
Carleton, Tom Simpson and
Guy Trottier scored within seven minutes to put Ottawa in
front but that was the Nationals' last gasp. Forty-seven seconds after Trottier's goal, with
Giles Gratton, who had started,
back in the nets after Binkley
injured a knee, Peacosh tied
the score and Norm Ferguson,
who also had four assists, put
the Raiders ahead to stay 12
seconds later. In 29 more seconds it was 6-4 as Ferguson set
up Sheehan's second goal.
In the only other WHA action,
Butch Barber scored early in
the final period to give the lastplace Chicago Cougars a 3-2
triumph over Winnipeg's West
Division-leading Jets.
It was the first Chicago appearance of Winnipeg playercoach Bobby Hull in the town

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
If Max Hannum felt a bit
stuffy today you could hardly
blame him
The coach of the Denver
Rockets of the American Basketball Association spent an exasperating Friday afternoon
and night in Louisville. Not
only did the Rockets get beat
by the Kentucky Colonels 128116, but they had to play in borrowed uniforms with the words
Colonels on the shirts.
To complete Hannum's irri-

tating day he was ejected after
four technical fouls were called
on him during Kentucky's 16-0
burst starting late in the third
period that turned the game
into a rout for the Colonels.
Label] Andel sen, coach of
the Utah Stars, was more fortunate. The Stars drubbed the
New York Nets 97-84 for their
10th straight victory and took
over first place in the ABA
West from Indiana when Dallas
upset the Pacers 147-142 in
double overtime

Some 3,000 spectators were
entertained by a hastily arranged peewee game and the
'WHA match started with Ot"
- -Tavva getting very little warmup
time.
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Big 7-foot-2 Artis Gilmore
who led the Colonels with 31
points, 15 of them in the last
period, said "We finally got our
fast break going after those
technicals on liannum gave us
some momentum."
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FOOTBALL
CINCINNATI—Tony Mason,
an assistant coach at Purdue
University was named head
football coach at the University
of Cincinnati.
WASHINGTON—A U.S. District judge refused to lift the local television blackout of Sunday's National Football League
game between the Green Bay
Packers and the Washington
Redskins.

chaiiipionships on Sunday, Dec.
31, and the survivors will meet
in the Super Bowl in Los Angeles n Jan. 14.
The Dolphins won all 14
games this year enroute to a
runaway victory in the AFC's
Eastern Division. With runners
like Csonka and Morris—and an
extra kick supplied by Jim
Kiick—quarterback Earl Mot'tall figures to stick with a
ground attack against the
Browns. who nailed a wild card
berth in the AFC despite an unstable defensive line that has
included 10 different ends.
Washington captured the
NFC's Eastern Division with a
fine running attack, powered 1..)
1,000-yarder Larry Brown and
backfield mate Charlie Harraway.The Redskins' famed
-Over The Hill Gang" takes on
a up-an(l-coming Packer bunch
that was picked to finish low
but will the NFC's Central
race.

MV IRRAY /1/l44.€ett SERVICE

Guaranteed Mufflers at Economy Prices!
7th & Maple St.
Phone 753-9999

SCOTT DRUG

1205 Chestnut Street

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.

Phoenix beat Los Angeles
116-110 and Atlanta edged Buffalo 110-109 in the National Basketball Assnfiation. In other
NBA games it was Boston over
Kansas City-Omaha 118-90, New
York Knkiks over Cleveland 9887, Detroit over Seattle 109-97,
Houston over Philadelphia 116103 and Chicago over Portland
127-97.
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Sports
In
Brief

Cleveland in the NFL championship game. But the Browns
won that match, also, by a resounding niargin-27-0.
In fact, the only time that a
Shula team has succeeded in
licking Cleveland was in the
1968 playoffs.
The Browns, however, have
shown weaknesses on defense
this year and appear to not to
have enough to stop Miami's 1,runners—Larry
000-yard
Csonka and Mercury Morris.
The other playoff game Sunday seems a fairer inatchup as
the Green Bay Packers tackle
the Washington Redskins.
The Pittsburgh Stealers, winners of the American Conference's Central Division, play
AFC West champion Oakland
and the National Conference's
Western king, San Francisco,
meet the wild card Dallas Cowboys in today's games.
The winners this weekend
will play for the conference

Frances t
FOR TUESD

Look in the section in v
your birthday comes and
what your outlook is, accoi
to the stars.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20, gri
UnderstandIng and et
communication between
flicting forces will be
portant. Confidential
and domestic activities c
special care.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) 1:$
You will have some
pected assists and will be
for same. Cooperation,
dination, exchange of id
what this day needs for
satisfaction all around.
GEMINI
I May 22 to June 21)
Good planetary infl
Proceed calmly with
structive undertakings.
loose threads; sho
resourcefulness.
CANCER
I June ?no July 231
Enticements and dis
of the day could interf
normal requisites.
dnmitable spirit sho
such follies.
LEO
( July 24 to Aug. 231
Wait on decisions
until all avenues
explored. Should t
deterrents appear
discerningly, wit
headedness, smart c
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Your stars war
undue exertion,
energies, attemptin
to handle the unf
general, stick to r
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23
Common sens
philosophical attitu
you through this
mixed day. Do
schedule to indulg
Modernize meth
progressively.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov.
If you feel
have let you do
reflect on the
HAVE received
the unexpected o
day in which to
perspective.

Carolina downed San Diego
121-192 in the other ABA game
scheduled.

Denver's uniforms got lost in
a baggage mixup so the Rockets played in old Kentucky
equipment.

3
3
1

where he starred for many
years with the Black Hawks of
the National Hockey League.
Hull scored his 19th goal of
the season but was booed loudly when he threw an elbow at
Rick Morris, who was assigned
to check him, and then engaged
in a fight with former Black
Hawk teammate Reg Fleming.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Miami Dolphins, loaded
with a stable of swifties, and
the Cleveland Browns, who appear to have too little, meet
Sunday in a National Football
League playoff game.
But Miami Coach Don Shula
hopes that he's not haunted by
the spectre of seasons past.
Although Shula's unbeaten
Dolphins are heavily favored in
the game, one of four over the
weekend, he is reminded of
past history involving the
Browns—most of it bad.
The last time Miami met
Cleveland was Shula's first
year with the Dolphins in 1970.
The Browns walloped Shula's
club 28-0.
When Shula was with Baltimore in 1968, the Colts lost only
one of their 14 games all season. Guess who beat them?
That's right, the Browns, by a
score of 30-20.
And in 1964, Shula's Colts
were heavily favored to beat

Your Individual

As for playing in old Ken;
tucky uniforms Byron Beck of
Denver commented "It didn't
really bother me, but they did
feel a bit funny. I'd played
against those uniforms for two
years and hadn't beaten them
here,either."

Centra

Federal Savings and Loan
Main at
Phone
7th
Murray Branch
753-7921
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FOR TUESDAY,DECEMBER 26, 1272
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 grer--4
Understanding and easing
communication between conflicting forces will be important. Confidential matters
and domestic activities call for
special care.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) ti€,
You will have some unexpected assists and will be asked
for same. Cooperation, coordination, exchange of ideas are
what this day needs for general
satisfaction all around.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Good planetary influences.
Proceed calmly with all constructive undertakings. Pick up
loose threads; show your
resourcefulness.
CANCER
(June 22°to July 23) 6(2)
Enticements and distractions
of the day could interfere with
normal requisites. Your indomitable spirit should offset
such follies.
LEO
( July 24 to Aug. 23)
Wait on decisions and moves
until all avenues have been
explored. Should temporary
deterrents appear, handle
discerningly, with clearheadedness, smart control.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Your stars warn against
undue exertion, scattering
energies, attempting unwisely
to handle the unfamiliar. In
general, stick to routine.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Common sense and a
philosophical attitude will help
you through this somewhat
mixed day. Don't disrupt
schedule to indulge in frivolity.
Modernize methods; think
progressively.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. n) nt,
If you feel people or events
have let you down somewhat,
reflect on the benefits you
HAVE received — especially
the unexpected ones. This is a
day in which to set things in
perspective.

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 211
Avoid extremes now. There's
a tendency to make mountains
of molehills, to lose control of
temper, emotions generally.
Forewarned is forearmed!
CAPRICORN
(Dec. n to Jan. 20) WO
'
If on schedule, performing at
your best, this should be a
happy day because fine rewards
are indicated for the steady,
efficient DO-ER.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19(
Routine matters should run
smoothly now. Be tactfully
persuasive in dealing with
others; enthused over new
interests, inspired to complete
unfinished projects.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X.
Stellar influences indicate
more freedom of movement but
caution against going out on the
proverbial limb. Be tactful in all
approaches.

"440

YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with personal magnetism, a fine mind and
boundless ambition.
Capricornians are renowned,
also,for their versatility and for
their accomplishments in
scholarly and artistic endeavors. You have a keen
conception of money values and
are generally willing to plod
until you have accumulated a
competency. Your integrity is
outstanding as is your practicality and meticulousness in
handling details — even though
you dislike them. Fields in
which you could carve a successful career: Science, music,
writing, education, statesmanship and architecture.
Traits to curb: Secretiveness,
envy, jealousy. Birthdate of:
Adm. George Dewey, SpanishAmerican war hero; Thomas
Gray, poet.

YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR 197) For a personal 141:1 05175
toreCaSt
11640111, *goat). love and
marriege. send %I 00 plus 25 cents in
coin tor postage and handling to
Horoscope gook Department Box 173.
010 Chelsea Station, Nave York, N.Y.
)0031, ntentianing this n•WAPOPer.
Print youe-NAME, ADORE'S with
ZIP. and DATE OF SIR TH (30b5 sure
you get the right forecaSt tor VOW
Z00.41K Sign)

a quick memo from
Burkingiiam
Open Daily 9:00 to 8:00
Until Christmas

Dixieland Center

She's in the dog house
over pet incident
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: A big dog in our neighborhood took the
beads off two pet rabbits which belonged to my children. I
telephoned the S. P. C. A. and told them to pick up that
dog. I really feared for the small children in our neighborhood with such an animal running the streets_
Well, I didn't realize the mess this wauld get me into
because while they were searching our neighborhood for
that big dog, they picked up a small harmless dog and took
him away because he had no tags and was running loose.
N3S% the owner of the small dog is furious because she
knows I called the men who picked up her dog.
What would you have done in my place?
UPSET
MOON MISSION ACCOMPLISHED—Apollo 17 Flight Commander Eugene Cernan gives
thumbs up sign as he and (left to right)
Ronald Evans and Harrison Schmitt wait in their raft for the recto cry helicopter (top
to lift them aboard for the trip to the USS
Ticonderoga. The return to earth marked a successful end to the $25 billion
Apollo program of space science and engineering that
first put man on the man.
(AP Wirephoto

Nutrition Important In Preconditioning Calves
GILBERTSVILLE, KY.—A
sound nutritional program for
beef calves is clearly a part of
()reconditioning, a group of
Kentucky cattlemen were told
here recently. Dean E. Hodge,
Director of Beef Cattle
Research for the Ralston
Purina Company, talked about
preaconditioning
and
backgrounding at the West
Kentucky Beef Cow Conference
at Kentucky Dam Village. The
conference was sponsored by
the University of Ke,ntucky
College of Agriculture and
Livestock Breeder Journal
iagazine.
Both preconditioning and
backgrounding ( or
conditioning) involve getting cattle
ready to go into the feelot to be
finished for slaughter on a highenergy ration.. Both programs
usually include dehorning,
castration, and vaccination for
various diseases. Worming and
treating for grubs may ,also be
ineffoled. However, p/econditioning is a
program
generally carried out on the
farm where the calves are born,
said Hodge. It involves
developing immunity from
disease in the calf before the
calf is actually exposed to
disease. The calf is preconditioned while it is still healthy
and has not undergone the
stress of being shipped—tooa
feedlot.
Backgrounding is the term
used for.collecting and holding
cattle for the purpose of getting
them accustomed to high
energy
rations.
In
a.
backgrounding program, the
goal is to prevent disease in
cattle which have already been
exposed and which may be
deteriorating in health after
undergoing the hardships of
shipping, a new environment,
and lack of feed and water.
Talking about backgrounding, Hodge referred to a recent
survey of cattle feeders in
which 95 percent said they
would
prefer
properly
backgrounded calves to directfrom auction calves. He also,
discussed a Purina study involving several thousand
animals in which backgrounded
calves were compared to directfrom-auction calves during the
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calves which have been fed on
milk and grass alone may have
a difficult time making the
transition to feedlot rations,
especially after undergoing the
stress of shipping,
The Purina researcher said
creep feeding during the
preweaning period could be
considered a practical part of
the preconditioning concept. He
said creep feeding helps a calf
become familiar with ground
feed and shortens the adaptation period in the feedlot.
Creep fed calves generally start
on feed much easier when they
arrive in the feedlot, according
to Hodge. Calves which have
been getting creep feed before
weaning will not miss milk as
inuch as calves which had only
grass to supplement their diet
before weaning, he said.
Hodge acknowledgeed that
not all feeder calf buyers would
prefer creep fed calves because
some might want to graze.
calves before putting them in
the feedlot for finishing.
For a farmer who continues to
feed his calves after they have
I Cootioued trotn Page 1)
been weaned, the important
day in the city of Daiod,
saying. I shall keep them with theing is to provide adequate
savior, which is Christ the Lord. me always. I wish
there was energy,said Hodge. He referred
And this shall be a sign unto Haire light that I could
see them— to experiments which showed
you, ye shall find the babe more clearly and that I might that newly weaned calves need
wrapped in swaddling clothes. see the better to
care for the solitething like corn or molasses
and lying in a manger. Go ye, baby.
in addition to roughage in order
even now, into Bethlehem and
More light, thought Peter. She to perform properly, The exsee this thing which has come to
wants more light. Why I have a periments whowed that when
pass. As Peter looked, the gift for the Christ Child, after calves were fed hay alone after
angels disappeared. The light all. And stepping quickly to weaning, gains and feed congrew less until the sky was just Mary's side, he
held out the version were poor.
as it had been except for one- little candle.
-star, far larger and brighter
Mary looked in surprise at the
than the others, which boy at her side. Why thank you
remained.
lad,she said. It is the nicest gift
Peter sat up and blinked his of all. We will burn it now and
eyes. I must tell my father, he enjoy its light. And we shall
said. And he ran quickly to never forget the lad who helped
where his father lay sleeping. make the baby's first night,
We must tell the others, his bright.
father said, and soon all the
shepherds were talking of the
Animal or saturated fats tend
wondrous things that Peter had
seen and heard. Some there to increase cholesterol levels in
were who doubted. It is but a the blood. Polyunsaturated fats
(such as those found in corn oil,
child's dream, they said, and
cottonseed oil, soybean oil and
went back to sleep again.
sunflower oil) tend to decrease
But Peter and his father and cholesterol levels
sonie of the others set out across
the hills toward Bethlehem. The
Skillets or frypans, like
star that Peter had seen seemed saucepans, should be flat on the
to go before them and to point bottom so the food will brown
out the way. And after a time it evenly. If _your skillet is warphung over the inn and then ed. it will not perform efficiently.
above the stable at the back.
Surely this cannot be the
place said the oldest shepherd
but he bent down and looked
inside. There, through the
gloiai I, he could see the figure of
a mother and there.was a little
baby lying in a manger. A tall
loan was keeping watch close
by. It is indeed the Savior, he
said. Come, let us worship Him.
And they all nioved forward and
knelt for a time before the
n(anger.
And then the oldest shepherd
slipped from his shoulders the
cloak he had worn to protect his
old bones from the winter's
chill. Here, he said, is toy gift to
the Christ Child.
A younger shepherd spoke
quickly and said: Here, here is
omy staff. It was given to me by
toy father, arid-it will help to
keep His footsteps safe. It is my
CAREER ENDING—Thirtygift' to Him.
Peter looked quickly at his four years as a member of
father, but his father shook his Congress are drawing to a close
head. No gift, thought Peter. No for Karl E. Mundt, 72, the
gift! We have no gift for the Republican senator from South
Dakota oho gave President
(lirist Child.
But Listen. The baby's Nixon an early boost up the
mother was speaking. I thank political ladder.
( AP Wirephoto
you fir these good gifts, she was
+(lore effort be made to improve
the techniques iuvolved.
lit discussing pree,()Wino/ling,
Hodge said many farmers
r-utinely dehorn and castrate
calves and vaccinate them for
blackleg and malignant edema.
But he stressed that meeting the
nutritional needs of calves is
also an important part of
preconditioning. He said this is
true fit' the farmer who sells his
calves at weaning time as well
as for the farmer who sells his
Hodge said there is increasing calves sometime
after he weans
evidence that backgrounded them.
cattle also have an advantage
Hodge said creep feeding is a
during the feedlot finishing good way to provide
extra
period. Backgrounded cattled nutrients to a
calf before
before they conic into the weaning.
He pointed out that
feedlot is a sound practice most beef cows cannot
produce
because of the economic impact enough milk to meet the
needs
that health has on feedlot of a calf larger than
200 pounds.
performance, he emphasized. Therefore, the calf must depend
In summary, Hodge said it is on grass
or creep feed to
important that the practice of complete its protein and
energy
backgrounding be used and requirements. But Hodge said
leedi*,1 Stai (Ink
The
starting period is the time
required to group cattle, get
them healthy, start them on
feed and get them on finishing
rations. During this period the
auction cattle had a death loss
4 1.7 percent, while the death
loss for the backgrounded cattle
was 0.15 percent. In addition,
the feed cost per 100 pounds of
gain was $4.74 less on the
backgrounded calves.

Christmas' Story ...

DEAR UPSET: Exactly what YOU did, so don't feel
guilty. Laws are for the protection of all, and those who
break them should pay the price.
DEAR ABBY: My husband plays cards with "the boys"
one night a week. I don't mind that, but I do mind when he
keeps it a big secret if he loses—or wins. Also, how much.
When I aqc him how he came out, he gets angry and
clams up. I think a wife has a right to know these things.
Maybe he keeps his winnings a big secret because he
doesn't want me to ask for anything extra from his winnings. On the other hand, maybe he keeps his losses a
secret because he's ashamed or thinks maybe I'll try to
keep him from playing if he loses too much.
Which of these theories do you think is correct?
CARD PLAYER'S WIFE
DEAR WIFE: BOTH(
DEAR ABBY: My very tall teen-aged daughter walked
into a store the other day, and the saleslady loudly exclaimed, "My, there's a tall one for you!"
This absolutely destroyed my daughter's ego That
saleswoman would never have said, ''My, there's a pimply
one for you!" Or, "My, that's a fat one for you!"
Please remind your readers that personal remarks of
this kind are cruel. Unusually tall, girls don't need remarks
to remind them they are taller than most girls their age.
I can't think of a clever way to sign this, except one
that is too long, so feel free to doctor it if you wish.
MOM OF A 6 FT. GLORY
DEAR MOM: No doctoring necessary. Tell your "glory"
to walk tall. She's potentially great model material.
DEAR ABBY: I am writing fast and am going to mail
this before I lose my nerve. What do you do when you love
your husband who is a lousy lover, and it's your fault
because you have pretended a lot and made him think he
was great, just to build his ego?
In eight years of marriage I have been satisfied only
twice, and that's no lie.
I have been 100 per cent faithful to my husband (thank
God thoughts don't count) but it is getting more difficult. I
have been invited to go to bed with three different men this
year, so maybe my hunger is obvious. The fact remaining I
don't want to break up my home or anybody else's with an
affair, but I am going crazy trying to be a good wife.
Don't think I haven't tried to make things more interesting for my husband, because I have. I've read all the "how
to" books to my husband, who falls asleep while I am
reading to him.
I would like to hear from other women with this problem. I can't believe I'm the only love-starved woman
around.
CLIMBING THE WALLS
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MUNGO, by Rosalie K. FryRichie is given new freedom to
explore and encounters the last
and gentlest of the ancient sea
monsters. 3-6.
THE OLD WOMAN WHO
LIVED IN A VINEGAR
BOTTLE, by Ruiner Godden.The charming tale of an old
woman whose greed almost
caused her to lose her magic
frined. PreS-3.
OVER IN THE MEADOW, by
Ezra Jack Keats-A counting
rhyme based on the activities of
animals found in a country
tlieadow. PreS-3.
THE PIPED PIERP OF
Robert
HAMLIN,
by
Browning-A new edition of a
favorite poem, beloved by all
children. 4-6.
THE SQUIRREL WIFE, by
Philippa Pearce-A folk tale of
fairy people and enchantment
in the deepwood. 2-5.
THE STORY OF MANKIND,
by Hendrik Willem Van Loon.An up-dated version of a
children's classic which won the
first Newberry Medal. 8-10.

New Shipment Of Books Is Received At Local Library
organ-transnlant and cancer
research.
FLYING NURSE, by Robin
Miller-The true, exciting and
humorous account of an adventurous career of Australian
nurse.
FREEDOM FROM HEART
ATTACKS, by Benjamin Miller,
M.D. and Lawrence Galton.
This is a book about the
measures-practical and often
simple-that can help minimize
the likelihood of a heart attack.
THE GREAT REVIVAL, by
John B. Boles-An incisive
analysis of the forces and ideas
that produced the great
religious revival that took place
in the South at the beginning of
the nineteenth century.
HARD TIMES AND ARNIE
SMITH, by Clifton Adams-The
adventures of a footloose
cowboy who inherited a country
store.
THE HOUSE OF KURAGIN,
by Constance Heaven-A gothic
novel of intrigue and romance
with a setting in prerevolutionary Russia.
I LOVE YOU, IRENE, by
MacKinlay Kantor.-The
moving and nostalgic story of a
young couple's struggle to
carve out a vibrant marriage
and to launch a wiring career.
IRONWOOD, by Jeannie
Melville-Another gotic novel in
which a young woman, scarred
across one cheek, hires herself
out as a cordon bleu cook and

THE BORGIAS, by Clemente
Fusero.-Although it concentrates on the lives of four
great Borgias, this book is, in
effect, a guide to Renaissance
Italy.
CHRISTMAS TREASURES,
by Hallmark Cards-A new
collection of Christmas art and
writing.
DOVE, by Robin Lee
Graham-The true story of a 16year-old boy who sailed his 24
foot sloop around the world.
ELECTIONS FOR SALE, by
Max McCarthy-A three-term
congressman
tells
how
spiraling campaign costs are
undermining America's
democratic system.
THE FIGHTING QUAKER,
by Elswyth Thane-A moving
and memorable portrait of the
famous general and hero of the
American
RevolutionNathaniel Greene.
5000 NIGHTS AT THE
OPERA,by Sir Rudolph BingWith wit and style the man who
for 23 years was general
manager of the Metropolitan
Opera House, takes the reader
into the heady world of opera
and the backstage dramas the
audience never sees.
5000 YEARS OF MEDICINE,
by Gerhard Venzmer-In this
engrossing popular study a
leading German medical
historian traces the evolution of
medical practice from its early
beginnings to the present era of

A new shipment of books has
been received at the Calloway
County Library, according to
librarian Margaret Trevathan.
Books received are:
ABOUT TELEVISION, by
Martin Mayer-The full storythe people and places, the
technology, talent and moneyof the spectacular machine that
has changed everyone's life.
THE
AMERICAN
NEWSREEL, 1911-1967, by
Raymond Fielding. A definitive
history of this once standard
part of every motion picture
bill.
BEEKEEPING, BY John F.
Adams--A happy combination
of fact, instruction and
reassurance for the amateur
beekeeper.
THE BEST AMERICAN
SHORT STORIES-1972, edited
by Martha Foley. The 21 short
stories collected here offer a
broad cross-section of current
styles in American fiction.
BLACK
RECONSTRUCTIONISTS. edited by
E.L.
Thornborough.
A
dispassionate and factual view
of the first black political
leaders of our country.
A BOOK OF CHRISTMAS, by
William Sansoni-The author
explains and explores all the
weird customs and strange
ceremonies which have always
surrounded the festival
of
Christmas.

ends up being accused of mass
arsenic poisoning.
KING OF THE HILL, by A.E.
Hotchner-Events in the life of
an adolescent boy- during the
Depression are touchingly
related in a novel of nostalgia.
THE LIFE AND WORKS OF
JOHN WILSON TOWNSEND,
by Dorothy Townsend-A
biography of a well-known
Kentucky author and historian.
MAGNIFI-CAT, by Carolyn
and Edmund Sheehan-A
charming fantasy about an
irresistable cat, a buguiling
Bishop and a Host of Heavenly
Bodies.
MARY TODD LINCOLN:
HER UFE AND LETTERS,
BY Justin and Linda TurnerAll of Mrs. Lincoln's available
letters are now brought
together in one volume. From
these letters emerges the real
woman,for they are interwoven
with an intensely human
biographical narrative.
MISTRESS DEVON, by
Virginia Coffman-A gothic
romance in a setting of the
Anierican Revolution.
A NATION OF STRANGERS,
by
Vance
Packard-Mr.
Packard offers data affirming
that Americans are increasingly ''nomadic' -a
condition he suggests is eroding
our traditional sense of community and belonging. This, he
avows, creates a society of
insecure, rootless and lonely
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transients.
save a seventy foot eighty ton
NORMAN ROCKWELL: A whale which had become
SIXTY YEAR PROSPEC- trapped in a tidal pond near his
TIVE-7A lively and informative home on the Newfoundland
view of Rockwell's life and coast.
wtirk.
WORKING
WITH
ONTARIO, Calif. (AP-) - A
THE ODESSA FILE, by LEATHER, by Xenia Ley
study using professional race
Frederick
Forsythe-A Parker-A practical guide
drivers has shown that alcohol
suspenseful novel detailing a describing the various kinds of
blood levels within legal standaround
chase
Germany in 1964 leather how to buy and use them
ards for intoxication can seto track down a former SS of- in the creation of useful and
riously impair driving, a reficer.
attractive articles.
searcher
says.
ONCE UPON A CHRISTMAS,
WRESTLING-THE
Law enforcement officers and
by Pearl Buck-Miss Buck has
Dr. Slade Hulbert of the Ungathered together her own MAKING OF A CHAMPION,by
iversity
of California at Los AnDouglas-A
Bob
move-by-move
stories and her
Christmas
geles supervised a demonstrareminiscences of nearly a guide to the crucial maneuvers
tion of drinking drivers at Onin wrestling.
,
lifetime.
tario
Motor Speedway on WedBOOKS
NEW
*
PIAF, by Simone Berteantnesday.
FOR CHILDREN
The true story of Edith Piaf, the
Hulbert, a researcher at
ARTHUR'S CHRISTMAS
Parisian waif, who entertained
UCLA's Institute of Traffic EnFrance and the world with her COOKIES, by Lillian Hobangineering, has found that alcosongs, her loves,.her scandals, Arthur's attempt at making
hol affects one's attention span
Christmas
cookies
fails
and herself.
at the outset and can impair
PIPPA's CHALLENGE, by dismally, but he cheers up when
driving with no noticeable efJoy Adamson-The story of the he discovers a way to use the
fect on motor skills.
cheetah and of the Ways and results. PreS-3.
It was assumed previously
BLACKBRIAR, by William
means of saving a magnificent
that a lack of coordination was
species from extinction by Sleator-Danny found all the
STRANGELY ENOUGH, by
making it possible for them to excitement he could handle- Carroll B. Colby-100 hair- the only immediate effect of
drinking. But Hulbert says
more-in
and
his
new
home
in
breed under natural conditions.
raising tales deisnged to
muscle coordination is affected
PLACE NAMES OF THE the woods. 5-8.
fascinate and intrigue. 4-6.
COUNTDOWN
only after a decrease in the atTO
ENGLISH-SPEAKING WORTODD UNDER THE CITY
tention span.
LD, by CM. Matthews- CHRISTMAS, by Bill Peet- UMBRELLA-A
fine collection
Far more than a dictionary of Santa decides to join the jet age of stories from contemporary
ProTessionallieirig ifigtractor
meanings and derivations, for with disasterous results for one children's books showing the Bob Bondurangset
up a special
and
all. 1-4.
the author shows how the
city in its rich and varied course through "which drivers
A DARKNESS OF GINATS,
names people give their
moods. 3-6.
maneuvered before and after
surroundings
provide
a by J. Allan Bosworth-Being
THE X CARS, by Henry B. consuming alcohol. In every
fascinating insight into their rejected for a newspaper Lent-A volume especially for case - including
those where
values, beliefs and daily lives. position causes Greg and his car lovers based on Detroit's alcohol below legal
intoxication
friends
to
organize
exan
THE RANDOLPHS OF
one-,,f-a-kind automobiles. 5-8. levels was consumed - driving
VIRGINIA, by
Jonathan pedition that makes compelling
was impaired the second time
Daniels-The Randolph family reading. 5-9.
on the course, Hulbert said.
has produced some great
DEAD BEFORE DOCKING,
George Follmer, the current
leaders from the seventeenth to by
Scott
Corbett-Jeff
Trans-Am sedan and Can-Ain
the twentieth century. Daniels overhears a murder plotted but
racing champion, said after
State cigarette taxes have
traces the careers of major does not know whom to trust
driving
the course under the inrisen rapidly in the last dewith the information. 5- up.
Dierithers of this family.
fluence of alcohol that he was
according
cade,
a
Comto
THE RESTLESS EARTH, by
EMMET OTTER'S JUDsurprised to discover he had
Nigel Calder-The "new BAND CHRISTMAS, by Russell merce Clearing House surknocked over sonic course
geology" here refers to the Hoban-Emmet wants to win vey, with two states, New Jermarkers. He said he had no
sey and Oregon, raising taxes
theory that the Earth's crust is the talent contest so that he can
memory of it.
by a nickel a pack in 1972.
a collection of rocky plates buy his mother a fine Christmas
While Virginia lowered its
which move about. The main present. K-3.
Each of the drivers drank
state cigarette tax from 3 to
issues discussed are wandering
from two to 10 ounces of vodka
FROM ANNA, by Jean Lit- 2.5 cents during the decade,
magnetic poles, drifting con- tle.-Anna's awkwardness was only two other states, Alaska
or scotch over a period in 45
tinents and the large-scale a source of concern to her and Maryland, held the line on
minutes and reached blood-albuilding of mountain and ocean family until its relatively cigarette taxes.
cohol levels from .02 to .12.
basins.
simple cause was discovered. 4ROOTS OF WAR, by Richard 7.
Barnet-Mr. Barnet penetrates
THE FUTURE OF HOOPER
and fascinating bureaucratic TOOTE, by Felice Halmanworld in which Presidents and Hooper was just like any other
their advisers determine the boy except for one thing-he
national interest, and explains had never walked-he' always
why they act as they do.
skimmed. 4-7.
SIX PRESIDENTS. TOO
GEORGINA
AND THE
Bill DRAGON, by Lee KingmanWARS, by
MANY
Lawrence-A thousand and one Georgina is an unusual girl as
By FRANK CAREY .
In 1971, he headed a littleanecdotes and insights into the her efforts to prove her inAP Science Writer
known survey designed to evalPresidency are found in this dependence illustrate. 4-6.
WASHINGTON (API - Dr. uate the nation's intelligencereminiscence by a top White
THE
HONORABLE James Rodney Schlesinger, gathering activities.
House correspondent.
SHIRLEY CHISHOLM, by President Nixon's choice to be
That led to a sweeping
STOP SCHOOL FAILURE, by Nancy Hicks-The story of an the new director of the Central reorganization of the inLouise Bates Ames-this book unique woman whose chamsion Intelligence Agency, would rate telligence community-inis about the common causes of ship of the alienated has made low marks if the nation needed cluding an expansion of CIA Dischool difficulty and failure, her a legend in her own time. 7- to match the fictional image of rector Richard Helms' job to
about ways to help in iden- 9.
James Bond.
new authority covering the
tifying them, and about some
JUNE 7l, by Aliki-The --While TAW- Fleming's Bend whole $5 billion-a-year U.S. in-'
other steps that can be taken to charming tale of a family chased beautiful women in his telligence effort.
set things right.
gathering and the occasion that off hours, Schlesinger, an acaA Budget Bureau aide once
SWEET EPITAPH, sy pratipted it. PreS-4.
demic by training, watches
said Schlesinger "has an analyMargaret Lynn-A novel of a
THE LAND AND PEOPLE birds.
tical mind that's as incisive as
strange deception in which the OF THE CONGO, by Louise
A pipe-smoker, whose necktie the cutting edge of a steel
die."
heroine makes a great mistake Crane-A portrait of one of the
is usually askew, Schlesinger is
that almost costs her life.
emerging powers of the new a dedicated
Once
he's
made a decision,
family man with
THESE WERE MY HILLS, independet African nations. 6-9.
Schlesinger has no reluctance
eight children.
by Marie Walston-The vivid
MILTON
THE EARLY
A careful man, he seldom to display confidence in his own
recollections of the struggles RISER, by Robert Krausleaves home without consulting judgment. When after a long
and triumphs of the author's Milton is an early rising panda
a road map, even though the court fight with environmentalfamily as they attempted to who copes with his early
trip might involve only a jaunt ists, the Amchitka nuclear test
establish a life and ministry morning loneliness in a most
of several miles to a dinner was allowed to proceed earlier
among the mountain folk of the unusual way. PreS-1.
this year, Schlesinger took his
party..
Ozark region.
A MOUSE NAMED MUS, by
While working for the Feder- wife and two of his daughters
A WHALE FOR THE Irene Brady-The charming
al Budget Bureau, he drove to with him i to an Aleutian Island
KILLING, by Farley Mowat- story of a young mouse's adwork in what an aide described observation post.
The dramatic story of the ventures amonst her fellow
as "an old beat-up car that has
author's struggle and failure to animals. 3-5.
a Blue Book (list) value of
about $45-he gave me a ride
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
• home one night, and I was
afraid of the brakes."
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Another View*
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TVs and Stereos are sold in drug stores, discount and
variety stores and even dry goods stores . . .
B U T.
Where and When can you get service on them?
Be a wise Buyer and ask about your service!

WAGE'
-- PRICE

ATTENTION CHURCHES: like
new-Hainniond Organ. Save
$800.00-phone 618-745-6195. D23C

CONTROLS

Pianos -Organs
See why more people buy
Wurlitzer than any other
piano. Sales-Service-Rental
purchase. Practice piano and
studios. 458 Music Center,
Murray, Ky. 753-7575.

This is a partial view of a three bedroom brick with two
baths, family room with fire place, two car garage, located
on approximately 20 acres, two miles from Murray. Includes
three outbuildings plus a heated building for your own
business. To get the complete view, call Wayne, Loretta,
Don, Bill or Larry.
**************************
FULL SERVICE OFFER
**************************
1. We list and sell your property
2. We locate other property for you. We can show you
property listed with any realtor.
3. We assist you with your financial obligations.
4. We issue mortgage protection to cover your loan.
5. We insure your property.
6. Finally, we auction your excess personal property.
YOU CAN FIND THIS ONE-STOP
SERVICE FOR PROPERTY IN
MURRAY ONLY AT

Wilson Insurance

drivers drank
ounces of vodka
a period in 45
eached blood-alm .02 to .12.

d Low /

MUSIC

Professional teachers of
Piano, organ, voice, guitar,
accordion, drums and band
instruments. J & B Music
Center, Murray, Ky. 7537575
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Real Estate

TV SERVICE CENTER
"We Service What We Sell"
ToR N* u S p., CPN
.47.0 rasennd
0 1972 In Unnald Fames Syndic., froC

TWO FENDER bassnian amplifiers. One Fender super
reverbe amplifier. One custom
100 amp. with 2 columns
-speakers), 2 microphones and
stands. One RMI electric pianoorgan. One Gretch Viking guitar.
All in
excellent condition.
Phone 753-2266 or 753-6922 after
5:00p.m.
D26P

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

tfnc

SERVICES OFFERED

43fee.

4

1 97 1

HONDA CB100
• Two Helmets

SITUATIONS WANTED

One Used and One New

Reward -'500"

Great Christmas Gift!!

Young man, 33, married with
family, seeking employment
in Murray area. Born and
raised in Murray. Must be
steady at reasonable wage.
Money will be paid to job
accepted. All replies con•
fidenlial Write P.O. Boa 145,
Clawson, Mich.

Phone 753-5865

Central Shopping Center

PIANO
TUNING-Repairrebuilding. Prompt expert service, 15 years experience. Rebuilt
pianos for, sale. Ben W. Dyer,
Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753December28C
8911.

FOR ALL your additionsremodeling, residential or
commercial. New or old. Free
TFC
estimates. Call 753-6123.
JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
TFC
753-7625 nights.
PIANO TUNING anti Repair.
Jerry Cain, 753-8742. Registered
craftsman Piano Technician
Guild.
TFC

Papering
Painting
Canvas
Ceiling Tile

MUST SELL!- $250.00

Phone 753-6213

-
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SAT. at 1:00 AND 3:00
SUN. at 1:00 ONLY
Amidst a rushing flood
of adventure they learned
more about love and courag
than most people
00 in a lifetime

,vs,'451'
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A NATIMINAt ;NUM PN

Member of Multiple Listing

202 So. 4th Street

Phone 753-3263

IF YOU PREFER A MAN TO HELP•YOU WITH YOUR
REAL ESTATE,CALL Wayne Wilson, 753-5086; Don Nanny,
753-9912; Larry Wright, 7534883; or Bill Adams, 753-5657; OR
IF YOUR PREFER A SALESLADY, CALL Loretta Jobs,
753-6079. WE ARE A FULL SERVICE OFFICE.
**************************
HOMES FOR YOU IN THE OITY
THREE BEDROOM, TWO BATHS. central heat and air
central vacuum, carpeted, built-ins in kitchen including a
service center, fireplace in family room, patio, within
walking distance of Murray High.
CENTRAL HEAT AND AIR Seven bedrooms, three baths,
family room, recreation room, near university, 3600 square
feet.
HOMES FOR YOU OUTSIDE OF CITY
FOUR BEDROOMS, LARGE KITCHEN, LARGE
LOT....Under $20,000
ONE ACRE LOT-Can be two or three bedrooms, living
room, dining room, large kitchen, nice rental property or
Under $12,000.
private home

RED GIBSON electric guitar 1963 CHEVROLET pickup, real
with case. Zenith black and white good mechanical shape. 1932
television. Also one color console Ford three window coupe. Make
AVERAGE HOME sprayed fru, television. Phone 753-2748. D23NC a sharp street rod. Phone 492-8727
$15.00. Six month guarantee. No
D26C
after 4:00 pill.
monthly contract required.
Superior Exterminating CLEAN rugs, like new,so easy to 1964 FORD GALAXIE XL, Motor
Company. Phone 753-,
do with Blue Lustre. Rent and transmission like new. Phone
7266.
January IIC electric shampooer $1. Big K, 753-6637.
TFC
• Belaire Shopping Center. D23C
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
7' POOL TABLE, balls and 5
cues. Excellent condition. $50.00.
BEAUTIFUL LOT for immediate 1970 YAMAHA 350. Good con- Phone 436-2149.
D26C
D26C
building. Sharp St. near city park ditioo, Phone 753-4478.
shopping center, city school
hospital, university. Phone 606MAGNUS ELECTRIC chord
549-2494.
TFC
organ, 12 and 16 chord. One year
old. Excellent condition. Phone
About Our
163 ACRES near Kirksey, gravel 753-5120.
D23C
pit, timber, tobacco barn, stock
barn, rental house, pasture, and 8'x55' TRAILER: electric stove; Aluminum Sheets
crop land, dark fire tobacco, corn and wringer washing machine.
base, only $26,000, call owner, Phone 435-5692 after 6:00 p.m.
each
Mayfield 247-7132 or 247-1285. TFC D23P-v..

Shop at Home

PEST CONTROL

CALL

_25'

The

FREE
ESTIMATE

Bill Houghton
7510961

No Bikini sandwiches at the
Triangle. All 13 sandwiches on our
menu are well dressed, this in
cludes our grilled cheese &
the
hamburger
as
Cosm opoli t i a na Slim
weJl ma
.s
TRIANGLE INN

GENERAL HOUSE wiring.
FOR RENT
Installation or rework. No job too
big or too small. Call for estimate FURNISHED APARTMENT,
436-2159, Jim.
January4P living room, kitchen, bathroom
with shower and bath. One or two
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank bedrooms. Zimmerman Apartinstallation. Phone 753-7850. TFC ments, South 16th Street, 7536609.
J14C
coo
SPECIALIZES IN WOOD
Fully
apartment.
1 or 2 bedrwin
AND
furnished, available. , January 1,
COMPOSITION ROOFING
1973. Embassy Apartments. Call
PER CONSTRUCTION CO
TFC
753-4331 or 753-6127.
Building and remodeling.
TWO BEDROOM house with bath
Phone 354-6567
in Hardin. Phone 753-4661. D23C

I

The only nickle cup
of coffee in town.
The 8 to 10 Club

You

Miss Your Paper
Please Phone
Your

Paper Carrier
First
If No Results:
Phone

753-1916

Ledger & Times
VA LOANS,no down payment for
Before 5:00 p.m.,
qualified veteran. 12 years to
Street
N.
4th
103
your old
up
PICK
WILL
pay. Drive on out almost to
Then _
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
TWO BEDROOMS DOWN, two up-ifamily room, large
Christmas trees for 40 cents per
Murray, Ky.
Clarks River Bridge on Beltline.
kitchen, includes washer, dryer, refrigerator, range, dishduplex
apartment.
$110.00
per
After 5:30 p.m. and
tree. Phone Joe Lasater,753Bank financing on spot. Bill's
Phone 7511916
ilionth. Phone 753-1837.
washer, TRANSFERABLE LOAN-Make an offer!
D23C
D27C
4530.
By Owner: 3 bedroom
Mobile Homes, 3900 South
Until 6:30 p.m.
FOUR BEDROOMS,two baths, carpeted basement, 34 mile
brick near shopping
Beltline Highway', Paducah, Ky.,
641 PET SHOP. Specials on fish smaLL woRLo ELECTRONICS NEW THREE bedroom brick
from Murray.
center and elementary
D23C
443-6150.
apartment, carpet, central heat
tanks, supplies, fish and birds,
307 N. 4th 753-6091
school, has carpeting,
and air, range, disposal, washer
TELEVISION,
puppies
and
Cockers.
toy
Poodle
THREE BEDRoOMS living room, dining room, kitchen,
RADIO,
large tile bath and
and dryer hook up, large lot
SMALL APPLIANCE
carpeted
Under $7,000.
TEAC AUTOMATIC reverse Phone 753-1862 or 753shower, garage, patio,
SALES S. SERVICE
$150.00. Phone 753-7550.
TFC
December23C
9457.
CAR
/I
CB
tape
tapes,
IN
deck
A4010S
and
25
SPECIALIZING
fenced backyard, paved
JO ANN Sliger Thorn is now
FARMS FOR YOU
REPAIR
RADIO
$350.00. Also Pioneer SR202
drive, kitchen equipped
DUPLEX APARTMENT, two employed at Sue's Beauty Salon,
reverberation amp,$50.00. Phone 8'x45' TRAILER valued at $1400,
20 Acres, pond, outbuildings include a garage, price includes
with
range,
bedrooms, central heat and air, one mile east of Murray on HighD29C will sacrifice. See at 10 miles east KELLY.S TERMITE and Pest ceramic tile bath, washer and
mobile home - REDUCED -GIVE US A BID.
753-9862.
refrigerator. garbage
way 94. She invites her friends
Control,
phone
753-3914,
100
Routh
on 94, 1 2 mile past 1551, or write
disposal, dishwasher.
dryer hook up, built in stove. and customers to call 753-8268 for
160 ACRES, year round water, three bedroom home.
13th
Street.
"Every
day
you
023P
Box 513 Univ. Sta.
Utility equipped with
D23C
$125.00 per month plus utilities. appointment.
Jelay lets bugs have their
**************************
washing machine.
COMBINATION TENNIS-Pool
TFC
way."
TFC Phone 753-7850.
table, 4'x8', All accessories for SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gutters
Phone 753-5763 or 753WAYNE,JEAN,MARTHA,LORETTA,DON,LARRY, AND
1323.
both. $80.00. Good condition. manufactured and installed by BULLDOZER WORK, trucking, TWO BEDROOM house, 407 a •
BILL wish you and yours a MERRY CHRISTMAS AND
• 9
Phone 753-0257.
D23P Atkins Gutter Installation,. also bank gravel, fill dirt and South 11th Street. $75.00. Per
Happiness for the New Year.
‘
.
1 ,•tr"
:
.1 '
. ::
:
.
"
•
4
The
Murray, phone 753-8407 or 753- topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138, ii loath. Possession immediately. •
,.."'',/'' 41
TWO BEDROOM frame home, SMALL BOAT
January25C or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m.
motor, 3,2 H.P., 8992.
bedroom house, corner
Also
two
TFC
BEAUTIFUL YEAR around $35,000-245 ACRES,located on the all new inside. Nice large garage $35.00. Also trolling motor,$25.00.
of 9th and Vine. $70.00 per month.
t; .g3spberry
cottage, located on Cypress old Murray-Paris Road. Ap- can be expanded
into two Phone 436-5880,
D23P TEAK REEL to reel tape
D26C
Call Bob Miller,753-2920.
WANTED
HELP
Creek. Fireplace, two bedrooms, proximately 100 acres tillable. apartments. Front drives, large
1119 No. Arcadia
recorder 2500. Lists for $400.00. REAL ESTATE salesmen. Will
boat dock, 190' water frontage. Contact Moody Realty Company, storage building, electric heat, COLEMAN OIL heater,
Heats Asking $200.00. Phone 753Has
furnished
pay draw plus commission. Must TWO BEDROOM
Sale price $27,500, Contact write P.O. Box, Paris, Tenn. or large lot. Patio makes third four to five roOms. Excellent
8455.
D23C have Kentucky license and be apartment, $65.00 per month.
Moody Realty Company Write phone 901-642-5093.
D30C bedrr•an. 1613 West Main Street, condition. Only $25,00. Phone 753•
available to start ilimiediately. Couples only. Inquire at 408 South
P.O. Box 615, Paris, Tenn or FIVE ACRES, located on Ken- 753-9288.
D26C 1346.
D23P DESK: CAN be seen at 1101
ITC
Street.
Telephone 502-522-8765 or mail 8th
phone 901-642-5093.
D30C tucky Lake, 400' water frontage.
Fairlane Drive, or phone 753- resume to P.O. Box 329, Cadiz,
Sale price $12,000. House in- 4 ACRES at New Concord; five
2818.
D23C Ky. 42211.
WANT TO BUY
bedroom brick veneer Muse, all ADAMS HARD surfaced plow
D29C
cluded. Contact Moody Realty
electric, insulated, air con- points. Also regular plow points,
WANT TO BUY old furniture,
Company, . Write P.O. Box 615,
• •
ditioned, wall to wall carpeting, to fit most plows. Chisel plow FIBERGLASS PANELS, name
attic junk, or anything of value.
Paris, Tenn. or phone 901-642brand
factory
ideal
for
seconds,
carport,garage, utility. Priced to points, cultivator shovels and
December28C
Phone 436-2135.
5093.
D30C
sell. Call for appointment, Gardie sweeps. Vinson Tractor Co., 753- patios, carports, storage houses,
WANT TO BUY coon dogs. Phone
fences,
trailer
as
.08
AND
skirts,
as
low
Jones 436-2353.
1326P 4892.
ITC per square foot. Plexiglas for
D23C
753-6098 or 753-8760.
storm
and
windows,
doors,
ANTIQUE BRICK two level NEW AND used tractor tires.
WANT TO BUY used antenna
combine cabs, as low as .50 per
Full or Part Time
home, walkout basement, four Tractor flats
with rotor. Phone 753-8908. D26C
repaired. Speedy' square foot. Ross & Tuck Salvage
BALDWIN
bedrooms, two baths, large Service, Vinson Tractor ComThink so? We hear a lot about
Apply
In
Person
Tenn.
901-587-2420,
Martin,
family
room,
garage,
paved
with
bed
pany.
or
1
2
34
Phone 753-4892.
WANT TO BUY
ITC Open 6 days a
4akes dying. Entropy they call
KIMBALL
week. 25 selections
drive, trees, and' shurbs.
mattress and springs. Call 474it When pollution reaches a
of
We've
got
the
finest
$7,90
per
ikinelingfrom
$2.85
to
Available February. Phone 753certain level, it can't be
D26C
AUTOS FOR SALE
2257 after 4:00 p.m.
iheet, New and used money safes
,election and best prices.
8731.
reversed. That's what bribes
D23C
Hwy. 641 So.
fir sale,
D23C
do. Contribute to moral polltkWANT TO BUY, used color TV
-1969 OLDSMOBILE Luxury.
Prices Start at
Poh. Trust turns to sewage in
Antenna with mast- and rotor.
sedan. Many extras, including
I3Y
bedroom
OWNER;
four
THREE
Local
BEDROOM double- SEMI-DRIVERS needed.
the community of man. You
D26NC
home, with large Jen, large power windows, power seats and wide, only' $6595. Bill's Mobile companys need Certified Semi- Call 436-2289.
)tnow what to do about it.
owner.
air
One
conditioning.
includes bench & delivery
private patio, large utility room,
Homes, South Beltline Highwiwr 'Drivers. Earn $3004400 per week.
' The community of man...
D23C
$1750.00. Phone 753-3431.
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY
maple
cabinets,
dishwasher,
Paducah,
Ky. Phone 443Ni, experience necessary, will
God's club.
garbage disposal. Close to Carter
6150.
D23C train. For application call 317- HEALTH CLUB and figure
It's not exclusive.
and Middle Schools. Priced to
Pianos & Organs
636-2675, or write Coastway control studio. No investment
It includes you and me.
PAPERBACK SALES
Paducah, Ky.
sell. Bank loan available to right
About 400 million paper- NEW AND used cutters, 4', 5' and American Systems. P.O. Box necessary. Operating capitol
619 Bwy,
person. phone 753-1822 days, or back books are sold each year 6', lift type or pull type. Vinson 11125, Indianapolis, Indiana. needed. Interested parties phone
Ph.443-6453
11E001074 IN
••••••••••••1
753-6342 nights.
TFC in the United States.
January25C 753-2962.
ITC 46201.
Tractor Co., 753-4892.
••••••••.Non1
D26NC
AMERICAN 117E
FIVE BEDROOMS,Three baths, two fireplaces, 1,2 acre lot.

Real Estate
FOR SALE

I

Atiny
bribe
cannot
hurt...

CHRISTMAS
DECORATIONS
SALE!!

WAITRESS

STORING IT
MAKES WASTE!

Car Hostess

SELLING IT
MAKES CASH!

Jerry's

Place Your
Classified Ad
Now

RIAL

753-7278

753-1916

SALE

Pianos & Organs

'444"

CONRAD'S
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LW. Centers
To Be Closed

Early Morning Duck Hunt

-

Three of the major in"He's dead," Bob said. "We shallow to run the boat. "Let's
terpretive centers in the Encan pick him up later but for just hunt right here," Bob says.
vironmental Education Center
now, let's hold tight."
We didn't throw out any decoys,
in
TVA's Land Between the
Hordes of mallards began but the ducks still came.
Lakes are closed during - the
their flight over the river botB(4)called as a flock of about
Youth
holiday season. The
tom area where we were
12 swooshed over at tree top
where
Station,
over
20,000
I.(cated but very few were low
classroom students have
enough to work our decoys so level. They cupped up and
participated in environmental
we decided to pick up our beaded ft.! i•DI small wooded,
open
education
pocket.
programs the past
As
they
passed
decoys and check the open
seven years, will resume
over low to check us out again
water behind us.
operations on January 8.
It wasn't tong until we'd ole "Shoe string Bob" made a
fantastic shot on a mallard
Empire -Farm, a year-round
braved the cold water and
favorite with children of all
aund up the stings on the drake.
ages, and Center Station, where
decoys.
hat shot must have been 80
films and displays are
"It looks like ducks are going yards," I said in surprise.
available, will reopen on
in behind this field," I said.
"Let's go get him before we
January 16. Although the
"Let's go over and take a loose him."
orientation building at Emprie
look," Bob added. It wasn't long until we'd
Farm Will be closed, visitors
We cranked up and motored waded through the tangled
are welcome to visit the barns,
our way through the opening underbrush and overhanging
corrals, and pens during the
where we picked up our other vines to the spot where the duck
holiday season.
mallards and then eased out fell. Then several other ducks
into the large field. The air jumped into the air. As an ole
The second portion of the split
literally roared with wingbeats suzie swung by me to the left I
bow season for deer in Land
ft iii the hundreds of ducks that dropped her cold and retrieved
Between the Lakes which began
took to the air.
lily duck.
December 16 will close
As we eased down the edge of
Saturday, December 30. More
"Let's get back in the boat
the large woods, several more
than 4,500 bow hunting permits
and
move
back
to
the
edge
of
ducks took to the air. "Let's go
have been issued in Land
back in the woods and set up in a the field." Bob said. "It's just
Between the Lakes this Jail.
little opening," Bob pursuaded. about time to go anyway. I've
Sportsmen took a record 143
We made our way back deep got a class at 10:30 so we'll have
deer during the first portion of
into the woods where we could to leave at 9:00 to make it back
the season which ran from
see mallards going down, but on time."
October
14 through November 4.
we soon found the water was too
Since we were just about out
The small woods clearings
of time we ruled against setting
visible along the Mulberry Flat
Johnny Downs of Coldwater, took this six point buck in the Land Between the Lakes during the deer
out the decoys again and
Road in the Environmental
motored out way toward the hunt last month. The trophy field dressed at 100 pounds.
Education Center are an imedge of the tall flooded woods.
portant part of TVA's reaource
Just as we entered the
management program to
opening where we'd first set up
provide more and better
this morning, about 200 ducks
wildlife habitat in Land Betjumped for the sky. "Right
ween the Lakes. Son birds, deer,
where our decoys woeld have
turkey, and many other types of
been,' said Bob disgustedly.
wildlife thrive where there is a
"But I've really had a lot of fun
good combination of forest and
this morning," he added. "Why
open land. Since approximately
should we worry about any
By JACK MURPHY
shotgun, he's entitled to some
has never put on a suit can
85 per cent of Land Between the
more ducks, we've had enough
Copley News Service
respect. Besides, it's hard beknow so much about footLakes is forested there is a
fun for a half day duck hunt.
ball," said John, the quarterAs we waited for daylight, ing the youngest of four boys.
critical need for more open
-Yes, by the way it's 9:00,
When
the
dove
hunting
seaback,
after
receiving the
the coyotes began caroling.
space. The wildlife and forestry
we'd better get you to that class
counsel of his father.
We could distinguish three son arrived, Allen checked the
management staffs are in the
or
you'll really be up the
Deer hunting, as I said, is
voices, maybe four, a minia- Tellam weapon inventory and
process of developing small
creek._" I promptly replied.
our excuse. We study them
ture a cappella choir. Boy so- found that Steve, Mike and
clearings, from two of eight
John had cleaned out the shotthrough our glass.es but sel-pranos rejoicing over the
At those words we began the
acres in size, throughout the
guns. But Allen is resourceful.
dom
distrub
them.
Each
time
glory
of
a
new
day.
trip to the car. Watching the
heavily wooded areas of the
I return from a day in Tel"Lsn't that a lovely sound?"
He got on the phone and
ripples behind the boat and the
peninsula. Many of these
lam's
company,
I
try
to
exasked
a
Holt,
friend,
Harry
companion. "It's like called his
waves from the motor on the
plain what this is all about. openings provide watering
waking up to the music of the
the
Harry
known
as
also
calm water, with ducks falling
holes in addition to valuable
"Did you shoot a buck?" Vienna Boys Choir."
Horse. Harry the Horse is
in the trees behind us as we
feeding edge.
"No."
Our excuse for attending
maybe 70 years and some
went. We both realized we had
"Did you see deer?"
this exclusive concert was the
change but he's about the
something that lots of people
Life preservers and other life
"Yes, lots of them."
deer hunting season. We go as same age as Allen Tellam, 12,
never really enjoy or realized
"Why, didn't you shoot saving devices are relatively
often as posible, beginning
in ways that matter.
even existed. We held in
inexpensive items for home pool
one?"
and ending the day in dark"Harry," said Allen, ''why
common a true love of the outowners and boat owners. They
"Because if I shoot one I'll
ness,and if you asked me why
don't you bring that .20 gauge
of-doors.
might be the'pest buy ever if
have to stop hunting."
I might say that a phone never
and we'll shoot some doves?"
used to save life.
rings on a mountain.
He did, and they did.
Know where your children
But you can walk into Bill
The Tellams of Witch Creek
It's a good idea to divide home
Tellam's warm kitchen before
swim. New and unfamiliar pools by depth lines. Swimmers
earn a living from ranching
a
daylight and find turn chatting
might provide
spots
and cattle, but I don't know
who suddenly find themselves
on the phone while he heats
how they find time. Mostly
challenge, but could prove in over their heads may be in
the coffee Tellam raises catthey are occupied with huntdangerous as well.
1. If you fall in while wearing
more_than just deep water.
tle and sons four> arid hell.
ing and football. Steve, the
high wader it isn't as dangerous
I
think
of
him
as the Marloldest, is a safety on the
as it sounds. A man can swim in
boro Man. Tall, trim, face all
Julian High School varsity.
waders as has been proven
planes and angles, among the
Mike, the second son, is a
many times. But to be on the
last of a dwindling species.
wide receiver and John the
safe side it is a good idea to
The authentic cowboy. He's
quarterback on the junior
wear a belt outside the waders
rawhide tough, but without
varsity.
and to use a wading staff when
meanness.
Considering all the energy'
in deep water.
Once he said of his third
and activity of five male creason, John, You know it
tures, the Tellam household is
2. Wonder how long it's going
makes me sort of proud just to
astonishingly calm and orderto rain? Here's a fairly reliable
be seen with that boy."
ly. And that reflects the influrule to remember: When clouds
Everybody smiles when
ence of Eileen Tellam, the atgather fast and rain starts
Tellam walks down the street
tractive lady who shares their
falling, it will probably clear up
in Julian, a former mining
company. I suspect she is besoon. But when it starts to rain
town high in the Cleveland
yond surprise.
after a long period of
When you've seen one son
National Forest in Southern
cloudiness, chances are it will
push another through a winCalifornia. They know him as
continue for several hours.
dow, who needs an encore?
Willie Ot L address him as
But most of the arguments
3. Water from a metal canBill because when we first
are good-natured and they inteen will taste better if, after
met he offered a hand and
volve deer hunting and footyou use it, you hang it upside
said, "Hello, I'm Bill Telball. A boy with his mind on
Billy Dale Smith, left, and bis father, Billy Smith, caught these sail fish while on vacation at
down with the stopper off so it
trophy buck might forget to
Acapulco. Mexico, Young Smith's fish weighed 125 pounds and was eight feet and nine inches long, can drain and dry. To get rid of
I guess that's the name he
the calves. And everyfeed
while his father's fish weighed 130 pounds and was nine feet and four inches long. Mr. and Mrs. a metallic, musty taste wash it
prefers. I know how his
body holds strong opinions
Smith and therr two children, Billy Dale, and Bobbie spent December 12-16, in Mexico through a trip
out
with *a couple of
youngest son, Allen, feels
about football. Especially the
won for sales given by the Shell Chemical Company. Smith is vice-president and manager of Hutson
tablespoonfuls of baking soda, about being called Allie. When
Marlboro Man.
Chemical Company. Inc.
then-rinse it thoroUghly.''
boy is old enough to handle a
momNINIINNNIL
.
"I don't see how a man who

By JERRY ALLEN
it too. Ya know. I bet a lot of city
The golden rays of the preslickers never get to see the
dawn sunshine had just begun
beauty of a sunrise. They sure
their way over the wooded
miss out when they don't enjoy
horizon while my good friend
the out of doors like we do."
Bob Alsup and I hurried to pitch
While we sat and soaked up
out the decoys.
the wonderous beauty of the
The morning quietness was
picturesque surroundings we
soft - and inellow. The only
could hear the whispering wings
the
wind
sounds
were
of passing mallards overhead.
whispering through the flooded
Occasionally a vigorous Stay
trees of the river bottom. In the
cut lisse behind us in the woods
distance a barred owl howled
and the flocks passing overhead
with mourningful "Hoo-all" for
would answer in surprise.
all tresspassers to hear.
Bob and I throughly enjoyed
Bob and I had set out the calling back at them, but it
boat'
the
then
forced
decoys and
seen ied to have no effect. Those
into the tangled vines on the ducks had their mind made
up
wooded edge of the open pocket as to where they were going
and
where_ we knew ducks would
we knew it, but we enjoyed
soon come.
(.11ing just the same.
-Pull that net up over your
Just as day cracked, two
back," I said as Bob struggled
woodies slipped in behind us
with the camouflage net we'd and made their way through
the
brought with us.
opening to the other end of the
The net blended just right slough
emitting
that
with the surroundings so we penetrating sound as they
flew
knew we'd be well hidden when to places unknown.
the ducks did come.
"Sw0000sh," two fat mallards
"Look at that beautiful burst into the opening, wings set
sunrise!" Bob exclaimed.
and cupping over the decoys at
"Yes, this is beautiful, a story 20 yards. Bob and I burst into
book picture." I added. "This is action dropping the first on the
the main reason I love duck first shot, but ejecting
three
hunting so well."
more hulls before the other fell
love
"Yes," Bob replied, "I
at the other end of the slough.

Hunting creates good
times for men, boys

Al's Tips

riNs 'N'
FEATHERS
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PAUL'S TAXIDERMY
SPECIALIZING IN BASS

0CHRYSLER
MOTORS CORPORATION

TAYLOR
MOTORS
41h•T001AIR

••••••••••••

Rt. 6, train Cobb Rd.
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Phone 502 753-8073

FOR THE ALL AROUND
SPORTSMAN
•New Stock Firearms
•Reloading Equipment
*Fishing Equipment
•Hunting Equipment
• Archery Equipment

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut Street

Phone 753-2571

"WEST KENTUCKY'S
TSANSPOICTATION CZNTES"

moms 7U-IFI2

WARD - ELKINS
Our New Gun Department
is Now Open!
All Makes of Guns
WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

Check Big K For,.,,

Guns
Remington -Browning
Winchester

Shells
Remington -Federal
Hunting & Fishing
Licenses
Winchester
Camping * Fishing *
Archery
Equipment
Equipment
Equipment

The Primary
Source of Nev
In Murray an
Calloway Cour

MEMBER OF ASSOCIATE
& UNffED PRESS INTER

Seen&He
Around
Murray
A pair of glasses was f(
Roses parking lot, in f
Cinema I & II, Identif
and they are yours
glasses, in a case.
U.S. Secretor) of Agr
Earl Butz told the f
stc,r).
Once upon a time the
man called Snappy Cla
who was the healthies
the whole wide world
wasn't always the
When he was young,
smoked what he want
what he wanted, and
he wanted. He thoug
happy, "Life is a
peachy," he was fond
"Nothing beats bein
"Then along c
surgeon general's r
smoking to lung c
heart disease. Sn
about the Great
Scare....
"Life is so peachy
"there's no use
risks." So he gave
... Snappy becarn
in his own health.
became fascinated
he read a tract
alcohol caused Ii
and brain damage,
alcohol and drank
instead. At least he
Great Cyclamate
"There's no sen
risks," he said. An
to sugar-sweeten
made him fat and
cavities. Upon rea
renounced colas
milk.
"That was abo
the Great Chole
Snappy gave up
cholesterol, whic
term-sclerosis, h
meats and fat
products and fea
raw fish.
"Then along c
DDT Scare. S
anguish about t
large amounts
But fortunately
met Ernestine.
for each other.
"Ernestine in
homegrown
macrobiotic
organic succo
(Continued o

Four Pe
Treated,
After Ac
Four pers
accidents, w
emergency r
Calloway C
Friday, Satu
according to
Sunday at
Sykes of
Murray,
released.
Evelyn B
treated ifor
and neck at
Saturday
Thompson
treated for
lip.
Rose B
Route On
abrasions
p.111. on F
The f(
reported
accidents.

Four p
are free t(
inforniati

HUTSON

CHEMICAL
CO. INC.

•TROMPT, EFFICIENT SERVICE IS OUR
AJOR BUSINESS"
Me
Ik
Call Any Time

753-1933

rfilizer
Tour Prescription rare/tiny & Accurately Filled

OUTDOOR PLEDGE
AS A VISITOR TO THE PUBLIC LANDS
I PLEDGE TO
•SEEP THE LAND CLEAN AND FREE Of LITTER
•RESPECT AND TREAT THE LAND AS MY OWN
• LEA* GATES AND FENCES AS I FIND THEN
•05E5 STATE GAME AND FISH LAWS
•* CAREFUL WITH MN

Located W. Railroad Avenue
UT DEPARTMENT Of NI( OMITTING*

The
Windy
snow oc
rain, c
Little Or
expec
mid to
colder
the mid
warme
the 40s
mer Th

